WomenAthletes:

Stri yin g For Equalit y
N
.
by Ingrid MacFarlane
of
anybody out of state to play here." With
Chris Jackson ^nd Jeffra Becknell the
football being a revenue and crowd-drawing
^ Colby Women's Group met with Director of
sport McGee says, "-l ean get all the football
Richard McGee, on October 11, to
¦Athletics
games here I want." According to McGee,
discuss concerns about women and athletics
been
Becknell
have
schools
can't pay'for other teamsjo be bused,
Jackson
and
at Colby.
fed , and housed for a game way up in
involved with organized women's teams at
Waterville, Maine. Baseball teams especially
Colby and agree that "there have been many
won't travel because of rain-out risfes.
.efforts to promote women's athletics" but
Jackson and Becknell also had questions
also that "there are still some questions."
regarding
the women's athletics coaching
One of the first topics discussed was cerstaff.
They
noticed that women 's teams have
games.
According
to
tified trainers at
assistant
coaches
only because certain inpresent
at
trainers
are
and Jackson,
¦Becknell
most men's games while present at only few • dividuals have volunteered. If there are five
paid football coaches, why not a paid J.V.
women's games.' McGee explained that
trainer dispension is "controlled by health' field hockey coach, a paid assistant women's
services, not by the athletic department. With ' soccer coach, and a paid women's cross
country coach? The women's group
only two certified trainers at Colby, it would
acknowledged the need and importance of
everyto
have
a
trainer
at
"impossible
-be
these volunteers, and asked McGee why their
game." "
The almost automatically covered sports -- work didn't merit financial reward. McGee's
explanation was "they volunteered." Jackson
are men's football, men's ice hockey, and
did not feel this issue was "quite resolved."
women's ice hockey; "these are all sports of
and
are
therefore
"high injury incidence,"
{continued on page five)_
awarded trainer priority.
A question over the discrepancy in locker
room facilities " for men and women was
raised. McGee acknowledged'the grievance,
claiming/ "the complex was built five years
too soon"; no one foresaw the major strides in
women's participation in organized athletics.
The Committee for Investment ResponMcGee agreed" with Becknell and Jackson
sibility tentatively agreed to not support a
that the locker room situation "needs atpolicy of shareholder resolutions requesting
tention:" '
' .
companies to immediately withdraw from
athletic
Asked about the shortage of rolls of
South
Africa, in a meeting this past Monday.
for
women
varsity
of
shorts,
garb, especially
Instead , the committee plans to support
soccer players; McGee said he was ''unaware
resolutions urging' companies not to engage
of the ' problem." The shortage was easily
explained- in that the ' athletic 'department is - in sales with the South African Police and
Military, and resolutions prohibiting ex"53 percent ahead in female sports parpansion
of corporate activities in South
In
its
first
year
as
a
ticipation this year."
;
.
Africa.
'
-s
reporting
for
soccer
was
ixty
women
team,
unexpected. Also, th e women's' soccer team 1 * The ' meeting, their second this semester,
was a continuation of deliberations on
was "the last tb report," and th eref ore at th e
" " developing policy recommendations conend of the line for handouts.
cerning Colby's investments in corporations*
Complaints about schedules were discussed
explained
operating in South Africa . At their first
Jackson.
McGee
and
by Becknell
meeting,
>
in
th e commi ttee decided to support an
s
teams
are
not
alone
that the - women'
aggressive shareholder policy-using proxy
feeling frustrated. The men's soccer team,
too, has a problem since "we can't get - 4 votes to influence corporate policy.
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. . by Benjamin Below
The Comniittee's goalYis to have a final
report of recommended actidns-finished in
time for the January meeting of the Colby
Board of Trustees.
.
Oyer the_ summer. Prdfessor Tom Tietenberg, of the economics department, with the
assistance of Alison Jones, a student
research assistant, prepiared a preliminary
report briefly outlining the South -African
Apatheid System and the alternatives that
face Colby as shareholders in firms that.do
business in South Africa. The Committee is
using th e report as an outline to structure
. .
their deliberations.
The Committee "was established in the
Spring of 1978 after a series of events took
place at Colby in reaction to Colby's investments in corporations operating in.South
Africa. The first of these events was a

demonstration and petition drive that
demanded Colby to immediately divest itself
of any stock held in corporations operating
in South Africa . The petition was signed by
over 1200 students and faculty members.
7 The next event was the passing of a
resolution by the faculty on February 15, 1978.
The resolution read in part that the faculty
'abhors the racist policies of the government
of South Africa and condems those cor:
poratj ons which, by their activities, support
the denial of basic human rights to the black
peoples of South Africa .' The resolution went
on the call for the divestment of stock- corporations that have 'not pledged to assist in
the elimination of institutional racism in
( South Africa).'
The final event leading to the establishment
of the Committee, was the passage of a
resolution by the Board of Trustees. The
resolution denounced~race discrimination in
South Africa and endorsed the "Sullivan
Principles ' as adequate guidelines for cor; porattons doing business in South Africa to
follow in response to Apartheid. The Board
• ' directed the President to appoint an
Advisory Committee on . Investment
Responsibility and recommended divestiture
Yi6f stocks, in corporations that do not im|i '.plemerit y policier leading toward the
7 'elimination
of ; institutional
racial
.discrimination in South Africa.
Last year the Committee met three times
and came up w ith four recommend ations f or
shareholder resolutions. '" These recomiimendnt idns 7 were , directed ; at General
; i and Exxon Corporation and were accepted by
Committee and voted
. '[the trustees Investmbnt
;
- W^y.
.j iph:acc6rdingly. • ;.- . 7~>y YY .Y
I j^ iiThe' Committee is ; composed of Professor
.] |T|^enbergt:i*clwi-pei_oh ; Vice President for
i • Administration . Robert ' PuIIen ; two Alumrii,
.Lester Jolovitz arid Albert Bernier ; Professor
Richard Whitmore; .f the Physical Education
Alison Jones
f .Department and tv/o students,
1j)wdJo;emyBealp^7Y :(^ :; ;Y' :.
jjj.' . "The^ nextY meeting will be Wednesday,
Ypctobtir^24. The; Committee 's policy is that
; due to space limitations , prior permission of
, ;the Chairperson is heeded for attendance.

Echoes fr om t he Past

Apri8 16, 1965
October 13, 1967
The reside nts of Robins Hall are now
The decision is final: Colby College will not
engaged in a unique experimental open house. have a co-ed dormitory next year...
For a period of two weeks the residents will
In a meeting last Wednesday morning
. . . it was reluctantly decided...that the
Hie first program of the ResidentialF orum this poll...74 percent of the students are be allowed to br ing women into their
co-ed dorm plans would be cancelled.
Program was announc ed by Scot Lehigh and unhappy with the pres ent five course load and individual rooms during ;the specified daily
results of a student opinion surv ey were 72 percent wouldlike to see a reduction to four periods.
There was but one reason for this decision:
Only those students with women in their the lack of adequate student enthusiasm
released by Matt Donahue at the Stu-A weekly courses. Also, 78 perc ent are in favor of a one
week readin g period before final exams, a rooms must have open doors , while the rest
meeting this Monday.
for the plan."
Executive Chairman Scot Lehigh an- proposal advocated by the Sinapi plan. In of the house is considered closed. Each resident
Commenting on the decision, the President
nounced that the Residenti alForum Pr ogram regards to the Inde pendent Program in of the hall serves as chaperone on a rotating
stated
that "...it is appare nt that its support
would begin on Frida y night , October 19, at 7 Sinapi' s'plan , 58 percent of the students polled basis, and women must be signed in with the
among the students aris es only froni an
p.m. in the Hurd Room on second floor are in favor of it."
chaperone
on
duty.
articulate minorit y.''
In
other
business
, it was announced that
Roberts. Professor Cforistiahs en; of the
He continued , "I hope real efforts will
In
the
experimental
period
the
dorm
will
President
Cotter
has
agreed
to
Stu-A'
s
plan
Economics Department , will discuss his
be
made
to continu e on a broad scale the
be
open
during
the
following
for
acoustical
renovation
of
Robert'
s
Loft.
hours:
Monday
experiences with the Peace Corps.
co-educational
dining that the Ave^experiment
Under
the
plan
Stu-A
will
fund
one
third
of
the
through
Friday
from
3:00
to
5:00,
Lehi
gh
Saturday
Board
,
peaking for the Executiv e
project
and
the
Administration
will
provide
has
provided
to
be so enjoyable , and for whicli 7
this
and
Sunday
from
12:00
to
excited
about
6:00.
The
hall
very
said that "we are
the other two-thirds needed. With an lounge is open every day from noon to the
there does seem to be genuine enuiusia sih." /
pr ogram and its potential for stimulating
cost of $3,000 Stu-A's cost will be closing of the women's dorms.
¦ -¦
thou ght outside of the classroom. The 31 estimated
'' •¦ ¦:- ¦' ¦
'
.
•
000
.
cover
a
$1,
.
different topics which ar e offered
Social Life Chairman Eric Ertman reported
very broa d area of interests. This program is
particularly valua ble because it allows for that the Karla Bonoff concert was "a bigger
meanin gful contact arid dialogue between success than we had originally anticipated.
Although Stu-A subsidized the concert with
faculty ands tudents outsid eof class wor k."
by Mar garet Carlton
Lehigh added that " anyone who is in- about $1,500 we had originally expected to
The Colby Environmental Council (CEC) is sponsor ed the Strider Day tree planting and
terested in arrangin g a similar discussion for pick up more of the cost." He also announced
be¦ a¦ Coffee House this Saturan organiz ation concerned with both oh- clean-u p./
their dorm or fraterni ty should contact that there
¦ _ ¦: ' will
¦}
¦
¦
¦
Annual events sponsored by the CEC in.
.
campus environmental action and worldwide
Professor Mackenzie of the Gover nment day.
apple cidering in the fall and maple
clude
Discussing the potential problems created
environmental issues. It has no defined
Departrhent for details and a list of topics ;"
with its pancake feast in the spring.
sugaring
by
competing
activities
during
the
same
night
Matt
Chairman
membership, but provides a; continuous opPublic Information
Bottles
are recycled for full refund every
Director
of
Student
Activities
Pat
Chase
of
his
new
portunity for participation by anyone who is
Donahue released the results
and
paper drives are held regularly.
Sunda
y
'
explained
the
Administration
's
policy:
"The
on
the
Commentin
g
interested. The elected officers :Jeff Russel,
student opinion survey.
newspapers have been placed
CEC
boxes
for
President , Tim Hunt , Treasurer , Margaret
information Donahue said that "there are Administration has the power to prevent a
in
most
dorms
, and more will soon be
Carlton , Secretary, Pam Kliment , Bottles,
some stron g feelings expressed by students in conflict between two or more major events by
distributed.
prohibiting one group from holding its parPeter Godsoe; Paper , Jill Benedict , Speakers ,
nATmanoromtnsw
. wMMitmKT*ma *cuiAnoH
This year , in addition to ciderin g and
ticular function or event. A major event is
and Steve Stearns , Public Relations , are
OOLBY-CHO
recyclin
gj the CEC has visited Gilsland Farm ,
. j t |_ t |0 |g IO j o t j I yi./W
described as any event which is College
responsible for presenting Various speakers ,
Wmkiyt%
c tf*nailM *m<tnxm ¦
^
j
H
f
***\63Q
Audubon Society's experimental
\<
the
Maine
\
funded (and that includes Stu-A money), and
films, and debates , and organizing con»*»^
R-b ^'iUt-^ , aatT CO(kff ,W«m^.l*-(ft« 049Ol
buildin
g. It is the largest actively solar
solar
to which the public is invited. If a conflict is
servation activities on campus.
Maine and illustrates the
building
in
imminent the sponsoring group can appeal
Last year the CEC arranged two debates:
S<--kimo.-_^y --nc»,0*yC ^k
w, WmrT_V . I-_ ^
possibilities
Of
solar heating as well as many
the
decision
to
a
review
board
of
three
people
one on Nuclear Power between represenawHMonat nab^Ha,Co ^OMm.
^tUrMt,Hmli) e M90T
problems
of early solar models. Some of
of
the
who
will
give
prompt
consideration
to
the
^
"^ __-y1fl--6^X^^ Co^C<^
tatives from the Westinghouse Cor poration
y
.
been solved.
'
have
these
problems
problem .'' Cultural Life Chairperson Brenda
:
and
one
and
two
Colby7
students
,
titled
.
ZHzzZzzXHLLzrz'
z^^ J ^rri ^^^ *^^tf 'rm ^'^^ mM ^^'^'^^^^*^
John Lyne, who is workin g at Colby this
Bowen criticized the policy "because in most
"Strategies for Environmental Survival' .'
evaluatin g the energy efficiency of the
year
cases the people who might go to event 'A'
^,l
between professors Teitenburg and Todrank.
C-.-yColU»_._-^Ai--ciiil<w
:li-t-^ ;_4^l_wwS^^ '
campus
, spoke about ener gy conservation at
'
'
would never go to event 'B,' regardless of the
Ed Meddows , from YSeven" Island Land
1 - **omtfOHowM*±m*T*4^%t.
at
the first general meetin g.
*nmm*MCv*riY»ouH**t^i™Qnwu» ™in *a *To«tto*t
Colby
o*
scheduling and vice versa. So there really are
Company spoke about Forest Management ;
Council hopes to
Vxe
Environmental
not many conflicts. "
and Spruce Bud Worm; Dicfe Arber and Stan ;
informative
lectures on the
present
a
series
of
Palmer discussed the cutting which has been
ru
aspects
of
Nuclear
Power
Alternative
done on Runnels Hillj ' Mr. Gin" '. spoke as a various
Spra ying
Lincoln,gy
Sources
i-Dicky
Ener
^
represent ative of the ^ 7 Alaine; Audiu bon
Bag.isfs'gss"-' gy:.vy.r.
-asa '
sgssLtgg T~ "~ '"~ ~—~ '
:
as
bringing
films
and
Programs
as
well
^
..M„_.o..,._,o,e,Kv_.„„I ¦ss. 'siiisxfMx; {s&'Az&iasxvtff ii
Society, and Hank Fyler of the State Planning
^
environm
ental
a
variety
of
from
speakers
:
w """" ' " r
Commission¦ gave a; lecture on Rare Features '
' *«°
l'Z!Z!!Zr" '"
" • "°0,
<
' .
j ^ ^ ^
^ ^
_j_jY ____ ^_^J_z_^__
sfn
^^^^ __
in M aine. - ' ; :> " " <:'% ' '-¦"•' " : '^ r; ' ' !' <x; :; "\"" organizations.
'
^
In conjunction with the IFC; the7 .CEC ;*'

Enrvirbniriental Advocates
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This year Colby has taken a number of p.m. and 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. Mond ays thru
Fr
i
da
y
s
,
30
oh
9-12
and
3:30^5
Saturdays
:
and ,
measures to increase safety in the fieldhouse.
Some of these chan ges are "related ^ to the .1-6 p.m. on SundayiJ ^She repbrtis 'thatMonda y< f): ' 7 ;
such measure was - ' toFr iday ' morn ings are^^^ UsuaUy pre tty sIow ' ' ?
women's locker room, One
¦
ays are usually veiy,c ^ the Wr ing - of Josephiri b Siviski to bet as a '. but evenings and Siirtd
¦ ¦¦- J i ^ yy ^y vy y < . v ? . .jiv;. .•;'}''. .<:>;•.. .
(Y
?!
Y7.
.
Y
i
Y
.
Y
^
.
vbuS
y.
.
matron in the locker robift ; • ' • V' 7 - 7 -«;
'
1
The
admin
istratio
n
feels it is not hecessaiy;; l * '¦
.Siviski, mother of one/ i s a'Waterviile
resident. She was bom ahd rais ed in Winslow ' to have a^matron on t duty during the af- ' r;U;
and returned to Maine last year ; where .she yte rnoons ' as- " the lockerY room ys usiiall ^ ^ ^busfl ingthe n.wlth -eantspbrtS i 'Y W:- Jf <~y- V' ^ 7
t. ^^ ;^Y r - '^
says "herroo ts ar
'
'
1
f
?
1
|She Y was ' 7 empldy&I '> previously * in ocSivisklTepwted tha tahe >'*_dve_ %orking at :&& ; »f Colby
because
the
girls
are
all very nice;" She : %
Massachusetts at Clarkson School for the
Deaf for seven years arid at Dana Hall School added that "there are lulls when 'the faoilltle g' ;'^^ W
for Girls for two years. Before corning ' fa'* ? are not'ln usfc" She explained thafrit' s dur ing •« '*.? ¦'' '
^or /tt ie-^'^-^
^
Colby she ' was 'emplpyed by,'Duhkin >Donutft. ' c;thn co «-i- e_ :ithat ahiei'feels^boi^
¦
naiiy isnbt much:t b.d«i .7 : ' ¦ ' "' y ^y y - ' - ^y
• '•¦ y - 1 'y - r ^-yyK
Inc. in Waterville ; y y
Other measure tak en to increase safety ; ; ^
As a matron , her job consists of dispensing
uniforms and towels, keeping the locker room and secur ity in the ^bmen 's locker rbbm
of
neat and most importantl y keeping intruders include the installment of .1our alarm is, one of
-—•;•-¦
which
is
near
the
shower
s^-and-the
posting
The
locker
room
is
facilities,
o\it of the
available to Colby stude nts and faculty and large signs both inside ahd ^ut ^warning
• ¦' ,
Members of the Athletic Club. SlvMi explains . , women B npt5to.uM the fa^^ .i«
that f sHe/asks to pe. ide)r iflH6att #^a;faW )s,f ^^ M ^i_l' vBdir it.0.^
) i qto&kad at th»;fie ldhouse*f ¥ ., 'i
ibeing!
uhfamUiar ;*; H h yr $•*¦ %:y>mm> *h ;tlficatibi i isW
'
i M -ty ' . '; '.. ' y tf r YyY *¦ ¦ '.\ ¦ f l . ;
fieldhouse from 'O'a.m.¦ to 12 c«-h^hcei ^;
Siviski is aVthe
¦
¦
¦?¦
'
'
¦:
.. *. > f'Y¦
Y ; . . ' .:¦ . J..H t-H . m: M & !\ . S ¦', #{$£>'
¦ _,_ .vii.c. - rr .; ; llWk -:¦ - . ¦ ¦ -m h I -i
' "V_ 'i _ . ' t: ' . ..i. ¦ _• i _ >
i' . . ' ) • ¦ > ' . v > : . t • » ' : . ' ' _ ' h: ' i . i. t - 'i
..
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in 1877; the Colby ECHO la
pwbil-hed woekiy, except during- iya ^^ s^Vj ; -: ' :^ '
^Fc iunded
I md examination period s by the studontB ^of Colby College; M corospbhd« ^ -Ki_ nW 7f ;)
j be-address ed to theMlt ^, Co\^
(
,:
• The ECHO is ' represented b'y ih\<&"' college "advertising service. Entered iw secon'dIC ;
ye
ar
,
per
•cdasB nriail'at Waterville , Maine 04901. Subscriptions are available
at $6^0
Y^ i y
¦ '¦ "
y CLMorrUl , E(Utor. . Y' ; :j ^n'' . . 'Y I ^Y:i^
•
!}.&¦ ] t
^ . . .v^^ ^ ' ^ ^ V^^^
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J ntety^^
7: 7 r bv"-Ceitie Fulton
The integrated;.^program of Chemistry,
Philosophy and English was the topic of
discussion ,ata ; recent evaluative meeting of
the members of mose depariments. The innovative pro-am 7involves 25 freshmen
currently earnihg.12 creditsof their semester
in a team-taught curriculum with Professors
Smith; chemistry; Sweney, Engligh ; and
McArthur, philosophy. Upon completion of
the two-semester program, the students fulfill
their lab science, En glish, and social science
requirements.
* Smith explained that the goals of the integrated curriculum were "the presentation
of science in a manner,not frightening to the
student, involving a strong writing component
in .the curriculum putting more history and
philosophy, into -the scope of science." The
freshmen are not necessarily science majors,
since they enrolled through a general mailing/
and thus the integration should relieve some
of the anxiety associated with a conventional
five course load.
Y
Commenting about the chemistry and lab
section of the curriculum, Smith said the text
"covers a. lot of chemistry and^is a surprisingly difficult book." He also noted thai
upon completion of the program,' "students
will have had a very reasonable introduction
to chemistry."
Weighing the pros and cons of the new
program; Smith cited the major disadvantage
as "the relatively inefficient use of faculty

MittefiAlumniHouse, Mayflow

l
l
ysteri^iil'M^
by Marie Ciccia

The Millett Alumni Ho«se was given ;io program be continuedfor a second year.. Y
agolby CoUege __ 1965 by the class of iMQ.as a
Kany foresees continuation of the mbneyraisihg project HpweverV hef^jei sthe house
TiSth reunion gift. ^ The house, along with an
endowment for maintenance, was given under
is limited in certain ways, the fact that there
the stipulation that it be used for Colby funis no parking lot is one of themajor problems.
ctions, and only by people connected with
Also, the house is located in a private neigh1 Colby. 7-<
borhood. Consequently, noise must be con/>: ' :,. . :YyY7yY - .y . w Y y' -y W ,
exactly,
goes
What
on
at
the
Millett
House?
trolled due t07zoning regulations. Bands that
7 '¦'Anything from weddingreceptionsof alumni •. play at receptions^^ arerUmited to five pieces,
to conferences, * graduate? weekends,;; staff 7 and noi electronicmusic is allowed! j
meetings; and even some of the inaugural
7 As far as the useof piitllicity to[ increase the
activities," said Bob
Kany,
director
of
Special
rentalrevehues,
j__anysays^
Programs. \i- ' ¦ Ly i; yyy - \f y : y myyi -yy -y •it's here. Also, Colby'Is , a riori-prpfit
Kany 's . office is;located upstairs in . . the organizationand we don't want to compete too
MillettvHouse, along with the offices of his
much with motels, etc; in the area. " ¦
.
.
staff. The staff includes:Joan Sanzenbacher, . .. .re The highlight ; of the . 'entire . Special
Kany's assistant director and two secretaries, Pro-ams iotianizatibh is "' its Summer
onefull-timeand theotherpart-time. There is ¦ Programs. During die summer, Colby hosts
also a new addition to the staff~an assistant to every type of medical group imaginable. Six
to seven thousand people per summer attend
gvork on promotion and marketing.
:> ;,i
Also located upstairs is a small living room seminars, workshopsYand discussions. The
people are all housed and fed at Colby. - .
used for private meetings and conferences.
Downstairs in the Millett House, which was
Kany and jiis staff prepare for -these
once a private home; is a kitcheri and a larger i eyents |jall ? year1 lpjn^t_^5?%J[^S_pi!?N
living room. The wedding' receptions arid ' ahd mailfnjg of invitationsand brochures is
other large functions are held in what Kany
required. Another feature of the Summer
refers to as the Vupper and lower barns. " " ^' F^grartf isithe Special Olympics which are
held at Colby every summer. "
4 "
These rooms, with their beautiful wood
In response to a question concerning the
paneling and flooring, and floor to ceiling
possibility of using the Millett Alumni House
fireplace divider can hardly; be compared to
time of housing
the barns they oneewerev , x. .v „ . . •;' . , . . j .':-& ...to house student? during this
y i shortgKskJ&ny; rejpliedj ¦> {Where} are .no
VThe^.firet. ^^
someone r wants to .use, our facilities are l) ; shower facilities. Also, the alumni acUvities
does the activity displace our students? 2) is ./have first dibs on the houke.^ .-. .\; , ; %,¦< ';% ¦,"}
it educatibnal?)43)- Is it:nra-profiW. 'i Kany ' '¦!t FrankY Stevenson,; directqr^qf ;.; Alumni
said. He also assures that>a rental-fee is ;! Relations said i W^t . the Alumni;Counsel(wt\s
charged to all who use the house. r But, he ;; never approachedon the subje ct. ,,. y- ,r ;; .
adds/ "we are hot yetr sel^supporting.v.fl'he i ; Dean Seitzingcrstated that the main reason
moneys earned, are-used to;increase the en- 7 .i-the. Millett ./House .was . n pt.considered for
• dowmwit^ -;7.'YJY7Y ' > .' y.; -;yyyy .:yv :: ry y ; : y :.y : v y housing! was the : existence of7thej Special
Programs offices, and the fact that functions
•Special Programs is now in the course of a
three year,;agreementn with . tlie Alumni ^are heldthets.^YrY^^
Council;to try toimake.more.use of the house. • Thehi:again,; istudents aro housed, in to^
Kany says that ,"it's a lovely facility that
offices on siecond floor . Roberts, where
should be used,'?, and in his annual report last v 'meetings and iimctiora .are held
on the floor,
year recommended to the Council that the ' :-: ; 'almbstdally., v77 ' ' ' ; Y" ' y 'V y;- '¦ V ' ¦' ^' "' :'
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time in proportion to number of students
reached." The. rebuttal to;this was the fact
that the new curriculum "presents, a more
comprehensive, picture than is done in the
traditional five survey courses. "
The other professors involved voiced their
support and enthusiasm as well. McArthur
felt that "one subject provided a broad
framework for the rest, that the aim was to
avoid 'mush' by trying to avoid problems of
not knowing what was going on in another 's
course, as the former Center for Coordinated
Studies did." All three instructors found great
benefit iri sitting in on each other 's course,
which is part Of the program structure.
t
Mc Arthur found a furth er advantage in the
curriculum in student input; "the students
speak their minds.and know the instructors
well," which is seldom the case with introductory .courses. Mathematics Professor
Zukbwski commented positively with the
feeling that separate disciplines were being
taught, but in an integrated form.
The future of the integrated program is
unknown. On the one hand, it was unsuccessful at outside funding; on the other,
the status of the curriculum has: been
enhanced by President Cotter's referral to it
at inauguration. Nevertheless, 25 freshmen
must presently use proper grammar and
historical context on the pages of their lab
notebooks.
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Compiled by Mark Labdo n
Eligible families will receive up to about
$185. That is $65less per household than they
would have received under Governor Joseph
E. Brennan 's original proposal. Conservative
Republican Senators made cuts in Brennan 's
$6.2 million plan, arguing it was more than the
state treasury could afford.
Maine is the first state to take such action,
although legislatures in Massachusetts and
Connecticut are scheduled to deal with energy
problems in coming weeks.

Castro Add resses U.N.

United Nations-Fidel Castro , on his first U.S.
visit in 20 years, made an appeal before the
General Assembly on Fr iday for an end of
"exploitation of the poor. "
"I speak on behalf of the children of the
world who don't even have a piece of bread! "
said the Cuban president. The twq_ hour
speech received a one * and one half minute :
standing ovation from most of 152 Assembly
members.
Tufts Professor Sha res
Castro accused the U.S. of "hostile acts,
pressure: and threats. " Calling himself a
Nobel
spokesman for Third World , nonaligned
countries , he asked developed nations to begin Stockholm-Allan M. Cormak , a physicist' at
massive aid to the underdeveloped.
Tufts Universit y, and Godfrey Hounsfield , a t
"if we do not peacefully and wisely British research engineer, were named coeliminate the present injustices and
winners of the Nobel Prize for medicine:
inequalities , the future will be apocolyptic , " .-Thursday.
;;' ' . . Y y i ' • ' yq- ti i- '7 tf" ^ ' v ' i
he warned.
The " two worked independently to help
develop an X-ray technique called computer
assisted tomogra phy. "CAT" scanning
Legislature Approves
allows clear pictures of the brbin arid other 3
organs to be made by X-raying many crosssections from different angles.; ; 7 " '" 7
F «^Aid Pl-in
Cormak f was credited mtini' fihdiing the
mathematical basis for the computerized
Augosta-On Thursday the Maine Legislature
approved a $3.5.million fuel aid plan to analysis, and Honnsfield was cited as the
al development of
provide emergency assistance for low income "central figure " in practic
) ' ; >'^ ' : ' i-f i 'y ' ' :- ^ y ' A '. ithe technique.;
people this winter.

Feigon^sEUM^On^

Professor Lee Feigon gave a slide show and
lecture on the tri p he organized to the People's
Republic of; China this past summer bri last
"i 'y y :," -' ' '¦'¦} ¦
Thu rsdaynight.
:
^;:The',..excuniph ' started ' with a few.d_tys in
Hong Kong, and included visits to Canton ,
Shanghai , Waxi ( a suburb of Shanghai ), Ho
Fei ( capital of the Arihuel providence
) and
¦
¦ '' ' ¦
'

Peltine.
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He masked the questions :. .''Is . China
discarding the Revolutionary ideology '' and
"has the Revolution died or just become
boring?" The answer, according to Feigon, is
"no." The revolut ipnary. r ideology on ; which
the Republic was established has not been
discarded. But the distur bing rigidity and
social and political inequali ties are now being
• >., challenged and changed.
According to Feigon, Chinese admit they
have technolo gical problems; and are eager
for advice on how to remedy theset-backs. -

Y^-S^^ v

C^*4:

Most of the 17 people on the three week tour
were impressed with ' the Chinese people.
Feigon said "When you return it' s very:hard
to believe what you see was real. It is almost
impossible to find an unhappy person ." .
The : Chinese Y were openly cunous aoout
foreigners. : ^Theyi followed us all over the
place," remarked Feigon . "They were
friendly and trustworth y , hut ' you-couldn 't

. 1 ; \i
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Feigon hoped, on his trip, to investigate
reports of a new openness in Chinese society
towards Western ideas. He also wished to
examine new directions in Chinese industrialism towards material incentives; the
formation of standardized tests for admission
into universities;
China 's: ¦ possible
social
¦
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across fro m Stern 's,

Entrance on the Concourse

A Seilers
Dissente r
. ' r

A 55 year old native of South Africa , Cormak said he was "amazed" when he heard of
his selection. Accordin g to informed sources,
the choice followed an unprecedented veto of
the Nobel selection committee's recommendation.
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by Becky Peters '

, „ _ *
Kilts swing; the trays move down the line.
Moo! ...tray ^aft er tray pass the steel counter
and its groaning porti ons of hot food. < My
' stomach groans in pro test: No. Soup seems
safe, but certain to be lukewarm "J ust right "
to Goldil ocks' taste , but this isn't her tale,
FBI Easin g Sex And
sorry . Next looms a region of seductive
delicacies, promising flavor...last week? The
Dru g Policies
week before ? My stomach reminds me of past
Washington-An FBI agent no longer faces deceptions. An empty tray then? Ah, there 's
" \
automatic dismissal for involvement in always the salad bar !
But for some,reason today the cold appeal of
sexual relationships outside of marriage lettuce
, cheese and carrot salad doesnlt sway
premarital or extramarital. This is one of the results if changes under Director William H. my tyrannically fastidious.stomach. I fill m> ^
Webster in the bureau 's* code" of personal tray with milk , Tab and coffee, and strike out
conduct.
..for , a table , ,all the while conscious of
'
Webster also says he may consider relaxing 1 reproach -laden . stares on all sides. .: The
a ban on practicing homosexuals within the realization that , in any event, I won't suffer
bureau in a few years. A similar slight easing from thirst during the course of the day gives
of harsh punishment ,for drng tuse was in- some, though 'smalL satisfaction as I drink my
. . < „. . . : . ~ . , , y
dicated by his recent choice riot to dismiss an meal.
My thoughts turn greedily towards the Spa.
agent who smoked marijuana several years
_ My stomach ,j agrees :. "Yes,^ some ^ light
before joining the FBI.
.' "We are still revising a very extensive ' , refreshment , . sufficient unto one. A, bagel
overhaul of our discipline procedures to build perhaps...perhaps ,. even a a fra ppeA' The
in more due proce ssand put more emphasis thought of • hor des • of similar food, and the
on honesty and integrity rather than on distinctly cold lasagne leering at me from the
private lifestyles," says Webster. The.test of next table speed me on my way out the door.
Could it be that the nourishment provided
personal misconduct , he says, is whether or
not the private life style of an agent has im- by Sellers for Colby College is in some way
paired his work.
inadequate? The person described above ma. "v
, ,
not strike a sympathetic chord in your own
breast if you have been known to return for
thirds or even traipse across campus
Saturday in search of additional beef . _
It is not my intention to urge that those who
find the Colby Ten (pounds ), creeping
help but be aware of the.differences between -mysteriously around their hips become more
China and the U.S. In Ho Fei, many people disgruntled with the abundancies offered by
,- - *.:¦
would spontaneously invite us into their .1 Sellers. „ . ',, -' > - . > - *
houses. Our Polaroid pictures were a big hit. '' •* There does exist a faction at Colby,
¦ .' , ¦ t„
i
.
' however , who seek an alternative to Sellers'
j-t
<
"choice'!: evidence the high numbers who
The Chinese , are encoura ged to ' learn munch out at . the Spa. These jieople are
English and listen to "The Voice of America " startled , as at the curious customs of a foreign
on the radio. Although the national newspaper
land „when hearing of schools who issue meal
is government controlled , Feignon explains coupons redeemable at quasi-restaurant or
that there is an alternative paper with fast-food set-ups operated by the college itunedited articles from the Pjew York Times self. They scoff , incredulous at the thought v
and United Press International. r This paper What ,a fantastic . scheme-for. , a -school like
reaches at least one out of every six people.
Colby, they think / little realizing that if their
own Spa bills were only being redeemed by
The group visited a commune in Hofei. The Colby, the Spa would in _,essence constitute
,, ,
commune chairman , " a forthright , modest" such an operation.'
Unfortunately,
however
, the fact which
man , spoke of the government 's new
must
be
faced
by
dreamers
'is that Colby
educational policy and moderniza tion plans.
pr
obably
.lacks
funds
to
provide
alternative
The new policy, which calls for a standardized
dining.
Such
plans,
while
feasible
at v larger ,
admission test to get into a university is
schools like Washington Univer sity:aridrt jvviewed as "elitist" because
discriminate against the rural applicant;befor ; University is;ofribt 1Pennsylvania; 7 <with -tysy,
tailored' t^Colby .£ rather
^the rural student- s^cho pllrig might not as ' "Soupery ^;
mulishhudgeti
v7^-Y
fB^;-;mr}'^y .
strong" _s van - urban applicant ; However; a
But'prbspec
rieed'
tV;
n^
modernization plarfcalls for improvements in
'-toilers' misarithro ^s.'Cbuld' ^
^j$ cu ;^^
ihstrtut& v-a.-H^
for

Trip

_$-_$mgle^^

rai _»n" .^sii ^
of
an
dehs,lMing ^n_bsUhe . Te^nplb Heaven d
: 'thel .nip $i.is^
of
Wall. The acc^iiaiiylrig exhibit photos by
Cathie ; Mar quseeJifu rthered ^ ¦ ¦ ¦
' ¦ ' ¦:¦ ' " .¦
. tci(_ffll^^atoa ^i _^--^ 1t-7.Hv^feM

' freeing fiirids JforBig ' Bi-facs'by CblbyEi ghts? Y
This magical thought i? too appetiiin g to be
¦ true ; -ilpr I 'fear ' thero. ' wllV'hevi-r^eysucli'
a,
.' radical 'VY(sic) i sblution 7 toYthe ; recurrin gY
' cbriflic f bfi'di'riner i fibUr ^e'^isi'enfe^
ch^b^ rb^ecii^oui^'poison^:f ^\vrt l Spa^bills ' ;
reacliY :he\v heights? . Or7 are ' pur stomachs
7 The lecture, sponsored by the Colby Library dopmed71 aigbiji- ; to; uri pialatablb vfates? :lThe >
Associates, was well attended by both faculty prbve rBial ^rqek' ' arid "the hard place'' have
aridstiidents.
never before been so aptly illustratied. Y
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EP C:A

• Equality

(continued front p age 6lie) *
The Women's Group representatives were
concerned about which sportsL have preseasons. None of the tennis team nor the cross
country team, and only part of the field
hockey team arrived at school early . All of the
football and men's soccer teams had a full
pre-season. McGee said that pre-season is
expensive for the .college: "It costs eight
dollars a day to feed each athlete." He also
noted that sports such as tennis and cross
country don't have a pre-season because of
the feelingthat those athletes "can practice at
"
home."
—Becknell and Jackson also pointed _ out
differences in meals for away games among
different teams and in the allocation of shoes
to members of some teams but not to others.
McGee - agreed that "there are inconsistencies" and.said that "we are going to
establish a policy in this soon." Jackson expressed her feeling that "what is necessary
for one team is equally necessary for
another." McGee did add that the football
team ate at MacDonald's after their Middlebury game.
McGee was firm regarding concerns about
equipment : "We have not refused any coach's
requests for women's sports for the last five
years."
In conclusion, McGee stated that there are
"not as many inadequacies as you might
think" in Colby women's athletics, "other
than in the- developing-sports." The rapid,
unexpected-advances in female team- participation was cited as a reason for lags in
certain areas,-but McGee expressed interest
in reconciling failings. Asked what her feelings were about the
meeting, Chris Jackson said she thought
McGee was "very supportive, of women's
athletics" and that it was "an important step
in the necessary opening of lines of communication between students, faculty, and the
"administration." Overall^ Jackson said she
felt Y very "positive"7 about rrieeting
w^h
McGee. 7• ' " YY y iy . • ' :" -' ;V -' ;; ' : C- ' 1 ."- ' ¦; ' ¦
Becknell; too, had a hopeful attitude,
that the ;discussion;7 perhaps
commenting;,
¦ answered some
questions as well ais opened
''
up more7 inquiries others may have. "As
Becknell stated in the meeting/"the Worrieri's'
Group: wants it"kribwh-that ^
are seribus"and wishid be taken seriously.
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Academic Advice
by Teresa Forster
'
A workshop entitled , "The Techniques of
Effective Studying and Time Management"
waS f held last Wednesday evening at the
Garrison-Foster Health Ceriter. The workshop was conducted by Lewis F. Lester and
, Carol Houde, Colby',s clinical psychologists.
' Lester, speaking of time., mana gement
explains , "tiriie, is the only.cpmrriodity there
is;._ it's your most precious resource. Once
it's, l6st/7you;scain never ;:get it back;;!- He
stresses the importance of planning and addSi
'.'controlling your; time gives you rriore time
fOT.f^h.^7^;Y.Y ., Y7:- :;..;.;. Y, Y '¦¦:/y i} y . }}}}' "'
; According, to Lester, it is imp ortant to set
long; medium and short range goals. He adds
that7 people should ask themselves, "if I was
goirig 'to die next week , what wbuldl want to
do?'^They' should then list their-goals and
arrange theriii in order of priority. In doing
this, Lester warns, ','don 't cbrifui.e goals and
activities. Activities are: thihgs you do to get
¦
'• tothegoals.'' Y;.^v ;iiYY ' ^PV. ;:V' : >->y .i . ¦< ;.
:wC^ter su^est_(thbfe
students^ ! askc themselves; .^Is7(what I:am
dolng) the bestuse of my time?" / .. -y- i •>
, I Coh<.e?riirig Jty ^p f studying he explains
that students must lcarri to ignore distractions
arid say ,4 rioV to temptations when they have
studying to;db.,;He _ta tea, ('being liked is fun;
flunking btypf school is not. " 7 \
¦...- .i ' Lester. suggests that, students,
"become
,
famillar ,,w lth ;an ;off(their) resources/ ! arid
"use thefacuHy;': He^ oiflplpins that the j ob of
the faculty members Is to help the stiideiits
learn "-I-ester ad<ls^bt'faculiy rriembora^
to bo consulted by the students. Ho also ad7' vteesij ' _hat.V' studen|_a!;^
v knpWf^vt^i' .^ ..^'i*^Sff^ il^'^tif cti &w?ty;r . p^bM.

Pro gress
Report
by Lisa Hallee

Deborah Soifer, Professor of Religion

Ph oto by Frank Howell

Soifer On Objectivity And Religion
by Wendy.Van Dyke
Colby has-a female:rehgipn. professor, its
first.^ir' yeiars; Y arid accordingr to Desan of
FacultyjPaul Jenson, possibly the first in the
history of the*coUege.^ 7. Y: y-> ; -yyyyyyv • •
DeborahYSoifer,' whose doctorate declares
heir an Historian of Religions; is teaching
courses in Indian Religions and Islam, (an
introductory course), -Creation -Mythology;
(studies of creation myths froiri ^different
areas of the world), and Hinduism, (an indepth course that focuses on the sacred and
traditional texts of this religion).
Soifer explains that, as an Historian-of
Religions; she teaches her courses from an
objective viewpoint, one that tries to avoid the
prejudices-involved m interpreting the
religions of other cultures strictly in terms of
our ^wn culture. "While analyzing the
religions^ for pur ¦ jj iirppses, wb strive to
presery^the integrity that the religion holds
for itisbwri culture;'' f ¦
! '
7
, Spifef Jbelieves that religion courses are
important ; in j acquainting students with
certain, aspects of foreign cultures j and that
they'.assist; in' . thb' formation of mind and intellect; hence ; they are beneficial to any
liberal arts student, regardless
of his or her
¦
major. «; ; . . .•• y 'y 'iy ¦•¦ • ¦¦> '• ^¦¦• ' v . - . -,, ¦-- '¦:¦
Soifer - earned her,- B.A. at • George
Washington University, and her 7M..A. and
Ph.D. at the University of Chicago. Asked
why, she left the "city life" for the slovverpaced, small-town life of South China , Maine,
Soif er expla ined th at Ma ine_ bffered the "moist
positive, healthy environment." It is less

hectic, less crowded;and thereto greater land
avaUability h^r ^ieYsays^ _ --, She arid her
husbandLhave taken^dvantage & Maine's =
off ering?; they baye/bought some land, and
with the help; of two _:rien&,v biiilt their own
house on the property.
y} \.T. .,
'
:Y
rPrior.:to her arriyaldri.Maiiie,Carid later/at
Colby, 7 Soifer shad > been ;:away from ; the
academic life for about one and a half years.
As a result of this absence, she says that she is
"re-entering the academic life with a more
objective view. It is a sheltered, closed
community, ...a small universe. My experience in the 'real world'j tempers my uw
volvementhere."
She feels that it is beneficial-for her to
corhbine the reality of a pragmatic Maine life
with a life of books and learning, but she is not
as certain that it would be beneficial for Colby
to do the same. She observes that the current
complaints concerning Colby's inadequacy in
preparing students for the real, practical,
working world demonstrate a lack of understanding of the purpose of a liberal arts
college: "I feel strongly about a liberal arts
education.i.this is not a vocational school, and
the students should realize this. You 're
sacrificing four years of wage-earnings to
broaden your mind."
Soifer hopes that the college "will not lose
sight of a liberal arts education as the
primary reason (for Colby's existence.)" She
comriients, however, that "It's good to see
some action. Students have been asleep since
'
the Vietnam War!"

iif ^P) :

The Educational Policy Committee, under
the leadership of President Cotter, has begun
to deal with the basic issue of curriculum
change.
At the October 9th meeting, the committee
set up a system whereby , proposals for
revision, which have been made, both by
groups and individuals, may be reviewed and
acted upon.
•
At the previous meeting, Cotter had expressed the feeling that certain fundamental
issues raised by the various proposals must be
addressed before specific proposals themselves. A philosophy of education must be
developed around whichme curriculum may
be built. Before such a philosophy is
developed, no specific long-range goals
regarding curriculum changes may be
defined. Y.
As a first step to the creation of a context in
which proposed curriculum changes may be
viewed, an EPC subcommittee, chaired by
Dean Sbnya Rose, is . dealing with the
^
curricula
"curriculum revisions and current
,
nf the NE^CAC£colleges;' YThe. points of
comparison /will concern course loadv
requirements" "for Yv graduation; 7 core
feqidrements; core prograriis: foreign
language, mathematics, writing skills and
logic; distributionof requirements,; number of
divisions,' type of structure,- inclusion of
creative and performing arts, number of
courses needed to fulfill distribution
requirements: and tune at which they are
taken; Calender: Jan Plan, short semester,
requirements of majors as a percentage of the
total course retirements; electives : as a
percentage of the total course requirements;
electives as a percentage of the total course
requirements; advising systerri; multidisciplinary integration; synthesis: freshman year program or senior year serninar;
applied vocationally oriented courses; special
ad hoc courses: computer sciences; off
campus experiencesand independent studies;
special or . distinctive atmosphere 'and
characteristics; special credit arrangements
} ¦}}.- '
or grading.
.
Cotter expressed his realization that important changes are likely toi occur at
"critical choice points," such as when the
campus gairis a new central figure of
authority. He also.stated that the "status quo
has an overwhelming vote of confidence."
Changes which are made; according to the
committee, must be done in such a way that
they are not perceived as "radical."
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FRIDAY , OCTOBER19
Registration will be held at the Millet
Alumni House on Friday, 3:00 to 11.00
p.m., and Saturday, 8:00 a.m. to 2:00
p.m. Tickets will be held for you there!
Tickets niay also be purchased during
these hours.
i y 7 ¦ " .. '
'
PM .
.. .
3:00 Women's Field Hockey
Colby versus UMPI
Miilet Alumni
5:15 . Welcome Back
Social Hour
House

75TH ANNUAL COLBY NIGHT BANQUET
(Place to be
6:30 Dinner
.
,
^
announced)
Greetings, John R. Cornell '65,
Alumni Council Chairman
1979 "C" Club Award;"
Thomas F. O'Donnell '27
Class Agent Awards
President's Remarks
Millet Alumni
9-.30- Colby Night
11:30
Open House House
Endowed by Ludy Levine '21 .

October 9, 1979— Wtsb you were here! '

Photo by P ennyJ anzen

Photo by Penny J anzen

SATURDAY , OCTOBER 20
1:30 Varsity Football
* Colby versus Trinity
AM
8:00- Breakfast
Dana and
2:00 Women 's Field Hockey Crafts Field
Roberts
10:00
Colby versus'Johnson State
paternity/Sorority q,
After Open House
Roberts Spa Corporation Meetings „ r
(
-the
Fraternities
will
also
be
open)
(If scheduled by
.
Game
.
__
individual houses)
Roberts, New
10:00 • "Colby Today"
Millet.Alumni 6:30- Buffet Dinner
(informal)
8:00
Dining Room
faculty, student panel House
~
' 9:00 Dance
Foss Hall "~ 11:00 AlumniCouncil.
Millet Alumni
Dining Room
Music
by
Fred
Petra
Fall Meeting
House
(All alumni welcome)
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 21
~
"
PM
AM ~
—
Roberts Spa 9:00- "Spa Special"
12:00- Tailgate Luncheon Seaverns Field
'
11:00
Breakfast * .
.1:15 Sponsored by the
f
9:45 Mass
Lorirner Chapeh
' Colby '^" Club
Noon Varsity Soccer
11:00 Morning Worship Lorirner, Chapel
Colby versus USM
'
'
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Guacamules And Seabroolc .
;
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people dancing around the gas station — the
feet, they were
crowd started stompin g,their
;
alive again. ? |7 . ;Y. - ;Y ;!;£ -y y y. ,yy, i r Yy ¦'¦ - .
HeathCT ^rittb praclic^^rsirig schbd ^^
Waterville ,""sdrta ; float-hg right ^ ribw ," will go
West for the winter ): "That dancing in the
street was the best."
Sue (senior , lives in Waterville , has never
hved oh campus ):¦'¦:' . was on the outside of
where ttiey were camped. I was supposed to
keep them informed , send them supplies.
' "Let riie1 tell.ybu ,.: there 's: a lot of anti-nuke
people living in Seabrook. These people came
up and offered their farm for. rio-nuke
proteistors to stay on. They let-the
Guacamoles stay in their garage. " 7
Ray (used to teach at Colby) : '^The . mcredible generosi ty of the people at Seabrook ,
on Briinmer 's Lane next to the plant.. ^they're
caught in a vice, they have to live there...
"They felt they : couldn't do enough for us
and we felt they had done so much.
"Not everybody 'thwe was for us. One guy
who worked at the plant was shooting at
demonstrators. "
' Ja ck ( from Waterville , cooks in Augusta ) :
"Monday was cold. There was a legal rally
outside the North gate. It was pretty dull,
mostly people just sittin g around. A little
protest picket line out in the road . The 'public '
was there. There were babies and the whole
works.
r "I wasn 't sure all day what was going to
happen. The relationsh ip, between the police
and the public was not very good at that time.
The fence was between us more than it had
ever been befor e.
"All the people that were left around from
Maine had a meeting. Nine people ended up
chaining themselves to the fence to emphasize
the point that the police wouldn't arrest us,
that it was easier to beat and mace us than to
arrest us, that there are thin gs more im-

portant than people, like money."
Ray: "The most important thing to me was
the ; feeling, the trememdous feeling of Y
community—of brotherhood arid sisterh ood;
"The commitment that people made to each
other — like the buddy system : you had a
buddy and if your buddy was getting arrested
then you would go ahead and get arrested , too.
"That real sense of communit y that was
forged — under the pressure of having to
camp out in the swamp, to have to get beaten
or maced together — that is what is going to
defeat Nuclear Power. "
Joann : "I left there with a real feeling of
solidarity. We had been thr ough something
intense together. " ¦/ •¦ '
Kris: "But I think I learned that I'm not
going to want to do that again. It' s hard to
confront with non-violence and consensus."
Robin: 'Comradeship. I've neverhad j with a
'
group of people , that kind of feeling."
Kris: ' "I really am pleased to suddenly
know all these people and to see some political
action at Colby. Colby's getting political
again. "
Ray: "The family that put us up had a little
kid. They said if the plant is put up, they will
have to move. It' s for that kid we're doing
this. '*
Joann : 'AH right everybody, we've got the
handbooks for the next occupation ! It' s called
'Up Against the Wall Street Journal. "
Jack : ' 'Civil disobedience on the steps of the
New York Stock Exchange , an attempt to stop
the people from entering — to highlight the
roots of the nuclear power problem?
Lany: "Almost everybody from the affinity
group is going."
Karen : "A lot of people from Colby are
thinking of going. There is trai ning required
for the civil disobedienc e." J
Sue: "Do they expect a lot of people?"
Joann : "Alot. "

' - " >•;
Interviews by Phil Lee _ .
*_
It' s a reunion of the affinity group - the
disorganized. I couldn't-believe why people
"Guacamoles. " Folks, are arriving in two's
who were so committed to this cause refused
and three 's. The small house, just south of
to give up a little bit of their individualit y in
Norridgewock , is slowly filling with life order for the whole group to accomplish
enticing aromas from the kitchen , the music
something ."
of the "Talking Heads ," and -the warm
John: "What really impressed , me was
greetings of friends. It has been a week since
consensus. Nobody stood out. Nobody ruled.
Everybody had a chance to say somethin g."
they went to Seabrook together.
Joann (went to Colby, "quit in disgust" ):
Shaun (senior from New Jerse y) : 'I actually felt like a Boy Scout trying to get a July
"You can't run military action on consensus."
4th parade together. '
Shaun: "Sure you can. "
C.R. (from Canaan , law school graduate ,
Kris (Colby alumnus living in the area ):
lives on a farm ) : "It takes too long. It' s hard
'Guacamoles ar e two and a half years old.
not to have some sort o£ rankin g in any
This was the fourth time I've been to
'
„
_
.,
Seabrook. '
organization. "
Shaun: 'I remember one meeting at Gar y's
Karen (second semester * sophomore from
Lpartment , it was filled to overflowing with
York , Pennsylvania ): "We were circlin g the
people, I was incredibly excited. '
fence , making a human chain and singing.
"One guy tried to climb over the fence and
Kris: 'There was a mistrust at the beginnin g
he was hanging over the top, stuck on the
meetings , there were a lot of people I didn't
barbed wire. He was at a point where he
know. It took a couple of meetings and then
we came together. I "remember Kath y's
couldn't get down. He needed a push to go
house : we wanted to do the 'Guacamole
either way .
. ,
. t <•
Stomp ' and everybod y wanted to do it-it was
"At that point , instead of pulling him over
great. Just watching everybod y relax - throw
or pushing him back , a cop went up to hirii and
souirted mace in his eyes from three inches
their inhibitions out - it's .a .kid's, dance .i you
' where you put yoia*
know, the 'hokey-pokey,
away.
Other cops were hitting him with billy
'^}t 'l ' }'
'
'yy ,. ;y' . :.
clubs.
right foot iri.:. " '' : '¦- ¦ ' . S~ ' ' '- '' ^ ^^
i:
the
John (freshman ) P'L jbirie ^ group about
,': "I started crying. Ihadn syerseen thatkind
a week before they went . . A t first. I didn't
of sadism before.
' T^he'pur ^hhient ;_did not jit
know what to expect^ then! as: the _ irieeting
the crime. "7 ;;Y' V ^YY ' . "' "' ., ' . .7; ' ;?;., . .j. r.Y
— it
went on I realiz ed what I was gettingjinto
Laurie i 'When it happ ened, 7niy ; reaction .
¦ y
"
_
,
y
.
was really organized.
"
- • • : 7 yy
wasn 't, hatred against the ' cbpsV. or!fear C__y
Ydid rol
e playing. .,-EIrat /. we reaction afterw ards is that someday I'd like to
QShauri:; ;^'We
talked about ripri- yiblence. We talked¦ about
stand ' on the other side^bf the fence arid ubour feehngs towards 1 non-violence, the police,
deirstarid how they felt. "
;
and nuclear power together.
Marie (sophom ore): "I didn 't think the
"We acted but specific situations and how
police would be so ... they weren 't like people.
• I could see it if we did somethin g really
resist
arrest
nonwe would collectively
violently. '; , . 77, ¦' " '• ¦ ' ';¦ ¦ ¦.: 7. '. ,' y - H - wrong. Y
"We did these specific roles — peojple took
"The police used scare ; tactics like flying
various roles , like a policeman , a re porter , a
low with helicopters... " >• - v7;>^^^
pro-nuker , an angry townsperson —. ¦.arid we
Adele: "Saturday night was different
played how we would react to these people.
because we knew something was going to
__apperi. "
"Then we--wbtild dialogue dri that. We talked
-^ ;_..., '" ' "v " Y ^;'. ".
about our fears ,; bur hopes, our 7,apSteve y (soghompre>;.^
to
_dieri
yve
helicopters
buzzing
really
lbwi
heard
preheiisibiB
^Thefl^^
itto
,
group was^the" somebody ; yelli^r i*at*7pqlibe . were going
Johri:Y ' I^ink ^e;affinity
of
most ii^or ^nt ^p^rt? YtHe ^hble 7 thirijgT ^ through the Ycamp. That turned but to^bei a
great ^ Wcesiburichb - people ." ^7 . . ; 7^ . ; Y false report; , but what a scary¦ way to wake
" :7;y v 7'^ 7' ' ';; >Y . ' •
Adele freshman from" upper sta te;'Ne
;}: . ¦ "$$; ]
at w ¦UP.' .#;Y;
^
^
'
Friday
rnight/
"(so
ten
arr
ived^
:
phomore
, E. .C.,
frbm
^WashUigtbri
Lan y
0>rk y$£We
It
^
to
University
Of
Pehrisylyarila)
may
tra
nsfer
o'clock^ jwas'%firi?weatha p^
¦ "(Sunday ) we were rea lly polite and:
i All weicoUdsee of the plant was seme lights." I
CORDU ROY SUITS
ing that I reall y wan ted to see everything . We were all holdin g hands — a I
J
^hHHh
^K
¦¦' remember , th i:nk
it..: . . ¥n ti\l iy \,y ' Xy ; ' ' y i ] : \
crowd of 50 — singing to the cops. It was all
'' Ever yth ing was uncer t a in because no one
relaxed , friendly vWe were talkin g to them —
but
everybody
was
in
one of them showed us his 'no-nuke 'button.
knew iwhat Tto expiectf
¦
yi
¦
good spit-its;'' yp ^j ^i
"Part of pur affinity group was in the front.
-^ ¦- ¦} ' :¦ ' ¦
Wendy (fMshnian; fr6rii : Amherst; Mass. ):
So we decided ,toVdb ; the 'Guacamole Stomp.' ¦
"Getting . up, the fi rst th ing I saw was the
The crowcl loved 'it!; After ' the darice we were '
DOWN - LOOK SKI PARKAS
", .' • I
wBSmW^mW^m
moon. It was clear arid cold, frigid cold.
ready. to leave>Y, '^ y ^y ,}}- " Yi 7
"Nancy arid I walkpd over to the edge of the
"All; oif a sudden : .tlw - cops came after \is, ' ;
island • 'ishe pointed out the nuclear plant. It
with billy clubs held in front to push us back. ;
was really close. It was iscary.
We mbveib ;; back " ais quickly \as 7we could,.
"Our group went but together in a long line,
walk ing fast But there was a group behind us
rising
for an hour ;it s^h|ed)The sun was
sitting down. Some of us tripped over them . I:
on the by
clear—
RS
right
the oc^n 0it .was^reaily
O thers re fused to walk . 011 them . The cops
"
SWEAT
PULLOVER
E
.
side tlie full rnoon ;was settin g on the edge,
iis
and
that
groupssome
right
in
the
maced .
H ^P
- .t : Y.Y:- , . , -' vv .- : v
y I
'
;
Solids
Stripes
Ski
f o & r . *^ * *^ ; : 1 ..
Designs
;;M
f
'fWheriiwe firs't 'walked out in the marsh it
'
' 'S S K
I
was shallow , then the water kept coming up
"Then afterwards ' some cops came up and
more and more . At high tido, around noon, it ¦ tried to apologize for macing us, It seemed so
Ojs up; torbur ' knees. .,We, hung but on the -;• • hypocritical. I don't think I'll ever trust cops
:
'. : . '. ¦ ¦• . : " ' ' .: ! .
bridgeiit took my shoes four days to dry out. ' again. " y
7 y¦ Gary : "Sunday I was on the South side.
"Thb jmbrsh go&^^
then there 's;gravel arid then 7 the fence.' ¦¦ Most oif bur group (stayed in the North ,.. A
Poly fiber -fill insulation
Gary.5 (secbnd semester senior from Now section of fence was taken down and the cops I
Hm Jewe y; .lives lb Water ville): ''It wab nn .n- 7 , y had come but through the fence, When wo got
' up there they were already chasin g people off,
credible rush bf a«jlj. enaline. It was the sight-^- - iy
•
'
.
.;
sight'
the;craneB and . swinglng-the ir clubs and macing people from
the constructlori
th k middle.-- ofall the
mars h con- ' ' inches away , repeatedly, even thou gh they
'
;(i^
e:
concr ||e
traBted ,;with : those people coming across ' the ^; werb ? *t^ing v to leave and cr ying for help.
FOR MANY MORE BIRTHDAY
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Robin (bartender jri7Waterville ) : "Saturday was the^mdat frustratin g. When the North ¦ group from Rhode Island.We pulled into n gas
(grou p)' gbt;to;thc ¦PJorth fence; word came ¦ ' station across the street froin the Nbrth gate
the
South . of the Seabrook plant — 35 of us packed into
that the1 South
had• ¦¦ heavily
¦¦ attacked
¦
.I. .
¦¦
.. Y
1 'i,;.; ' ,-¦ . ¦ . ' ¦ ' .j . .
THE STORE FOR MEN AND BOYS
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Yv . ^ .' -V' - 'V . three cars. There were flbout 100 to 150 people I
$
V.: Ut#' .'^-" ^I'^fv'V . . • < '' '-:.
*'
,
.,: at the gate, rlhb mpodiwas.low, ii ^a_ . quiet. |
, ,: ' DOWNTOWN WATIRVILLB .
,
,U'We |w,pre feeling .out thlngsj V.That
nbt reqllyT'
7 ,/
rr ' ;
?
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!)^going
'
was .,;/ There were • - ive ^ pbH ce;but8lde the , gate ; in¦;'
knbwi hg^whnt ^lwa
;pn .
,
probably , the most frustratin
g,
at
least
until
. ' frorit ;bf:theerbwd ;^:YY)Y,,.fY.:? ^^
¦
¦
¦
, the' nftcri.6bri. ^>;7v-. ^ ; '" yy ¦. #•. £#!«¦ ^y i%H ! , "The Rhode Island people ,had a Crosby,
liaurl (second BemoBter freshrrian
"already
Stills , Nash and Young tape of 'Chica go. ' Tho y
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Commentary

Ii*&:Time To Move

Time for judgementhas arrived. Decisions
for a better future must be made now or it will
be too late tomorrow. A new system of
education must be established at Colby, one
that takes the values of all groups that form
Colbyinto consideration. .
Colby must unite to get rid of the alienation
caused by the absence) of thought about its
human element It is this lack of spirit that
Colby needs to overcome, as all organized
groups do,
¦ ¦ to reach to the level of a community: ' '
It isn't a "radica_"movement that is seen in
the Echo articles lately; this concern is not
dangerous even for those who are weak
enough to fear the articles just because they
are nightmares that show those poor souls:
reality in the middle of their pleasant,
romantic fantasies. This movement is one
toward "respect for the individual" as
'Reverend PauLCote puts it, or it is one toward
"trying to be itself" as Dave Marcus feels
about it. No more pretenses should be seen
around anymore, - no person should feel
Obliged to act phony in order not to be trV'^d
about as an "outcast."
It is an effort for a renaissance at Colby; it
is a try to bring understandirig arid
thoughtfulness to all factions of Colby;
therefore everyone here must unite in telling

by Haluk Gokhan Nural
Mr. Robert Anthony that his Utopia is not even
in sight yet, and make him aware of the fa cts;
Some people are afraid of being "wiped
out" during their efforts for a better world, so
they can't even take the initial steps. I agree
With their pessimism up to a point; there are
some machine-like people in this world who
are "conditioned" to destrpy all ideas that are
against what they are programmed to. But
I'm always optimistic about the individual's
ability and power to overcome the dullness,
dumbness and harm of those pathetic figures.
Especially in our case here, there should not
be a single fear about being wiped out because
it is to all of our interest to treat one another in
the best possible way. We are the only ones
who are powerful enough to wipe ourselves
out, and ,;unfortunately, we do this now by the
absence of communication, lack of deeper
thinking and feeling.
This movement should riot be seen as one of
mose jrqptless uprisings (I don't mean
rebellion here) without any reason; it accepts
that all; of us here, from the B and G workers
to the trustees, are guilty of the existing
problems,, and it recognizes the fact that we
must all unite for the ideal state of existence
here:
Don't tell me that there 's nothing ideal in

part; if you just keep on conforming to your
old definition of the situation, one you are
conditioned to, then you are weak; in fact ,
'«
a coward then.
you're
*
this world. There would be no skies if people
sacrifices.
for
some
This
unity
will
ask
could grab all they wanted. Don't tell me that
about human values, spirit
people have to starve in Cambodia nowadays Some will think individuals
for the first time ¦
just because there's a war for the interests of and treatmenfof
acthe powerful. Humanity has sacrificed its in their lives. Some will consider their "
goals
and
question
them
and
the
.
complished"
innocence a lot for the system anyway; it's
" They will notice
they
reached
to
them.
way
the soldiers who fight and the general who
the emptiness of their lives when they see that
wins the wars.
they could buy is
Tell me if you really want to give it a try for all tbey could ask v for, all
s
no
placeelse to go.
there'
a chanee. Tell me if you have ever asked already there, and
you reach to_all
life
it
is
when
tragic
What a
yourself what to do about your problems at
when you do not have the
Colby rather that just complaining. You have your "ideals,"
to
grab
new
horizons. How tragic it is
courage
created this reality be defining your situation
in Barron's
most
competitive"
to
be
the
"
wrong from the beginning. So, try to change
but
being
unknown
to the
College-Guide,
the attitude; exchange ideas; write
New
of
the
walls
outside
whole
world
something to Dan Bump as a response about England. So, Colby must unite to be the most
the contribution of frats to Colby if you agree
quest for the meanings and
or disagree with him, or talk to Tom Newton competitive in the
and
jt should not be as difficult %
richness
of
life,
about nuclear power some time.
to
be with its unused inthoughtas
it
is
Unite to be helpful, lively and creative.
Changing your perspectives about the essence tellectual" and social potential. ¦
Think of the meaning of "unity",
of life (remember, these are supposed to be
jud ge your ,
our best years) is not being weak on your "wholeness" for a while, and then
'
' '
'
"living." .
j

;

Commentary

Children?

by Mimi Pratt
Leaving dinner at Roberts recently;, I :df an excessive number of courses (5 or 6 per
noticed that the ice creaim machine had been semester under the y old ; program)'V7 was ~
removed. While explaining;'. the reason for the eliminated and a new four course semester ^
removal to a'".'freshmanfriend , I commented instaUed "to permit each student to work out
*
''They treat .us likejchUdren, but I'm not sure with his faculty advisor a program designed ^
which'corries' first, oiir acting like children or to meet .his educational aridYvbcatioiial ob-^
jectives. "
their treatment of us as children:" ;
\ '} .yy.y y y .y iyy.iyi 1y, T.,.i,
A January Program was also installed so r
The "they" ! referred to on this specific
occasion was really a "he" (the dining hall that"each student devotes:all of.his time, to Y
manager), "but i said ."they". ' because' I feel intensive work . on a single educational
that the students of Colby Often are treated project."; Y; , ;¦¦,.¦:•¦-y '¦'¦¦¦-.7- :: i YyY: y i: '} .
like Children by many : of the: a(_ministration
Distributiop and language requirements
and faculty. ;" .7 , :}yy ' ,:'Jy - '}i }..
were eliminated, ''Thus, instead of haying all
Furthermore, I feel ; our curriculum is students follow a uniform set of requirements, v}
designed in such a way that we are treated the Hamilton curriculum coriipels each
like children? before we act likechildren; . . ' ¦;• student to think through hip course election in
In doing imy E.P.C; ''homework," I read terms of his educational goals. and his faculty -- .
"
H9 W Hamilton College .s . Case -Statement ( April,
- ^^I^DHHHH ^^^^ H^^^ ' ' r UIPI -PKI * WEBBI ^W__\i MS ^^WimmW^^^ mWK^mmW^m^m^Mm ^m^m^m^m^Mm ^m^MMx^^
advisor assists him in making his choices."
y. While developing closer student arid faculty
1970). Hanaiiton's "credo of
liberal
arts
education." is in three parts ; , ; :
relationships, this method, of course selection
1) education is desirable for its own sakiE. allows the student to decide what courses are. ;
______________!
<____H__^__^________________________________^________B__________^^
(po
^_________
H'
i**ricr_ lott
i
anH
roc.1
#^
.HHHI
cal
^
aiiu
1
___________¦
M'^h ' "HUU-.
^^H' ^snHIB ^^^^^^ HHBDHHH ^^ IHBI ^Da^^ H^^ uaO ^V^HH ^^^ H^iKu ______H
and that its, purpose is tp developlthe skills,; most advantageous -for realization of his long r»
tastes.YandYappjre
ciati ^
man term goals* and to incorporate those courses
truly hurnan, y; ] ' ¦..«"/. ii;} y -yiiiyyi . '
with others that he may wish to ei^oll in. I'The .
2) the therhe of the usefulness of the liberal educational ; result aimed'
at;is breadth and
' Y- 7t ;¦' ¦ ;¦ ¦> -• y y y ^y .y y : ¦
i^^ ^***'^^Py iv^) l—^— ^k^^ (MsMuMm
BBB8BBiMhi^B^^ ^^ ^^^^
.yy
__________H
u#tz£*
19111 arts as preparation for life,
^^^^^^^^ ^S____________________
^s
depth."- y
^^^^^
3) liberal arts education as leading to the
I'm not making a plug for Hamilton College.
- • __^_S*-fl__^v^*j_HJ ^K^-^
*
1^1'
^H
____H
development of social responsibility and the I am making a plug for more freedom and
;-;.;
capacity to act wisely. " •
flexibility .in the Colby curriculum along with
"ice
creamY
;
hiachuie"
imThe
:
words
a philosophy of treating students; as adults. ,
______i _______l_y______l^____l___________P^_________________________________________________
c9i
and
_________¦
9ri_
.f
pricn
1
Wl bp
^H
^^ 1 ^^ Bl1^_F^________S
mediately popped into my mind after reading The responsibility of thinking through our
number three. Does Colby have' a philosophy course selection to our goals would be an 7
of liberal Yarts education which includes important step toward social responsibility;
________________!
^B___H_____P^^ 'jt________________________________________________ H
*(_____( i__ffP jfH__k ' .__. ^^ 4_t* -!^V^" *^B / MT/'fi ¦_«
promotion of "social' responsibility and the and the capacity to act wisely; ; y/; y' y ^y. % , |
*v<.
^^ H
capacity to. act wisely ?V Does .Colby have a
However; being led through bur liberal brts ¦.
'
:
which
philosophy;
. .T'sees <;. its ^tridents as education by theYharid^of . distributioh and
",,.In my opinion, the language;;; requirements ;.; does ^nothing 1 tb; ; .
adults?,
decisionmaking
'
________________!
_^£_^___K^^^_!^________________________________
^^
-*
^1
'*
answer fo botfi questions is ''nb i" : '^y.
Y.
promote/'; a . sense/: bf Y independence or
. Readirig ifiurther in the Case Statement I responsibility;Y:;.;Y7; ;Yu Hy iy' y y^By ^i 7 ¦' ' . ;, .y7
found j ^i.fererice^, , between ^Hamilton's
One more plug;' .informatibti about' Colbyj s
curriculiim ;and^ Colby's which may account history, 7 7the ; 7NESGACy, colleges \-and lv o
for thelackof social respotisibility ' I find here. colleges;; is ^rapidly ; accumulating at the]- ., --< „
'At the .writing of the:' .Case ' Statement, library reference desk.; Take the1 tirrie to look <%'
.Hamilton had 'Recently y undergone fun- through ? spme of this inforriiatibriVYou may ; . i
;dairiental curriculum changes.j$Jnderlyirig discover;, interest ing ;. philosophies ; of liberal . 77
each change was a new emphasis on allowing arts ; education and ( alternative choices of 7 ii
the studeijt, with the help of his^faculty ad- curriculum. You may also figure out why;we ,
visor ,to disigri hl^ pwn currlculumiJfV
no longer have ,an ice cream machine at ; 7
• "The ''corillictirig and distracting demands Roberts;";,Y;;.7 .'YW77' >> . • yy .yiy} '- - !; 7 y \;Y7 -I . 7Y
____________H

' _^ _r^^^ ^V_P__________________iJ -_J* i^ __r' _ ___FT - *^ -____l___________.r

<'^ i\- ^-

^^^^ V'^ .^^^^^ Hj Jin *. '__________ ^^ __. _______________________________H_ -B^

________________________________

I Nowbite into somethin g special. I miimmimm^
W^ W ^^r- ^
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¦
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Educate
Yourself
¦
- ¦' ;.y :-> "~i . by Lisa Ober ] " . Y'7."YY:;;' / ;Y,;,:
• TOe Maine State Board ,of Education fully
approved Colby's -ecohdaiy school teacher
preparation program last spring. '-. [-}
Colby's program is the first undergraduate
program to be certified in Maine. This approval is under the new state-wide policy
designed to improve the quality of teacher
preparation in Maine.
The approval, which became effective at
the start of this semester, was recommended
by a visitation team which studied Colby's
teacher preparation program March 11-15.
According to Professor Harold A Jacobson,
the Director of the Office of Education, this
approval ; is important:. it is a "major advancement for Colby graduates in the teacher
preparation program." Jacobson states that
the approval "entitles our graduates to enjoy
for the first time the benefits of reciprocal
teacher certification;'' for the Maine certificate earned by Colby students will now be
honored in 32 other states. These states have
signed agreements with Maine under the
Interstate Certification Project. 7
- According to Jacobson, Colby students can
earn a secondary school teacher's certificate
and be partially prepared for other types of
certification. Graduate study would be
required.to obtain a certificate "in general
teaching, special education, guidance, library
or administration.
7 The Office of Education has a staff of one
aiid orie half professors.7Jacobson is the; fulltime director, while Professor ' Elizabeth
Pestana is working part time this year as the
Director of Field Experience. Pestana explains that the teabher preparation program
"is not a major; it is taken in addition to a
major field.;.."Both teacher education classes
and field experience are ¦required for certification. : . .
l .y-^ ¦¦: .
According to Jacobson, education courses
are; taught by a variety of professors from
different departments. "The study of
education ^is an inter-disciplinary program
relying heavily on sociology* psychology,
history, government, philosophy, among
• '•' >• •. . '
other ( disciplines)^''
. The v importance Yof Colby's teach er
preparation program being the first undergraduate plan approved, the recommendations of the visitation team, and. other
possible changes in the Office of Education
were discussed at the Teacher Education
Advisory Committe (TEAC) meeting on
Wednesday, Octobers.
" Thirteen local teachers counselors, Colby
^
students and faculty attended
the TEAC
meeting. Carol Noel, .a member of the
visitation team .which studied Colby, was
present, .and according to Jacobson, "was
very impressed with the quality of
preparation given teachers at Colby ."
The evaluations of the visitation team were
unanimously accepted, says Pestana.
Several clerical matters were agreed upon.
Pestana explains that proposals made at this
TEAC meeting "give the student the chance
to choose between further theory or further
teaching" for their second semester senior
year.
In addition , TEAC resolved that the Science
Division be requested to offer*two additional
* . '.
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courses in the secondary., .school teacher
certification sequence. These courses would
be designedto help students in the teachingof
science:Pestana explains "this is sbYimportant because kids come back to campus
(after student-teaching science or math
courses)' ancLthey haven't anyone to talk to in
their field."
The Advisory Committee also resolved that
the Psychology Department be requested to
offer a required tests 'and measurements
course,for students working towards their
certification. According to Pestana, there is
"so much testing and measurement going
of on
in schooL.^one should become aware kinds
of testing, their uses and'abuses."
These resolutions must be approved by the
Educational Policy Committee before
enactment will occur.
Both members of the Office of Education
stress " the importance "of teaching certification . Jacobson explains that even people.,
who don't want to teach can benefit by being
certified: "having teaching Y certification
is valuable in allied or related fields-building
and i'ndustryl..firms ' have to instruct employees."
Jacobson adds "in a back-to-basics period,
it is especially important for liberal arts
students like Colby's to realize that they are in
demand if they are well-prepared." The jobs
Obtained by students certified in the class of
"77 bear witness to this.
By November 1, 1978, twelve of the fourteen
students who were certified to teach in 1977
had teaching jobs. Despite a suppossed
nationwide lack of- teaching positions,
Pestana explains'¦ .'.'that^teaching "jobs are
there" in the more isolated areas.

u__m_i«m

and take tours of the city. The total cost for
this Jan-Plan is $950.00. Anyone interested in
taking part in this revised plan should contact
Prof. John F. Reynolds or theModern Foreign
Languages Off ice.

GEpJ[aii^PU*n
Revised
The 1980 January trip to the German
Democratic Republic has been greatly expanded due to the cooperation of the Youth
Tourist Bureau of the country. The bid JanPlan called for the full amount of time to be
spent in East Berlin with classes on grammar
held in the mornings.
The new Jan-Plan involves stays of at least
4 days in Berlin, Dresden, Weimar-Erfurt ,
and Leipzig. In these cities, participants will
hear lectures on the politics, educational
system agriculture, youth groups, industry
^
In addition, students will
and government.
visit the major historical sights in the country: Pergamon-Boda Museum, Palace of the
Republic, Dresden art galleries and porcelain
exhibits, Goethe arid Schiller houses in
Weimar, the Thomas Church in Leipzig and
¦¦ .
much more. _
Included in the price for this visit are roundtrip transportation from Boston to West
Berlin on Lufthansa and Pan Am, visa costs,
all room and board (3 meals per day) , theater
tickets, entrance fees to museums, galleries,
discotheques, etc., and trips to castles, e_g
Wittenberg, Potsdam and monuments. The
group wiffleave on January 6th,- spend 4
nights in West Berlin and 19in the GDR before
returning to West Berlin for an additional two
nights. In TWest Berlin the group will par:ticipate.-in lectures on the Federal Republic

Gra d School
Symposium
A symposium to discuss with graduate
students the merits of their graduate schools
will be sponsored this Friday by the
Administrative Science department.
In conjunction with Homecoming weekend,
Dr. Walter Zukowski has invited a number of
Colby alumni; to share their experience at
various graduate schools with Colj>y students.
This is an opportunity for students from all
majors to explore the possibilities of a variety
of graduate schools on an informal basis.
Among the schools represented will be Cornell, Harvard, Tuck, Northeastern, M.I.T.,
B.U., B.C. and Simmons.
The grad students will come prepared to
discuss the positive and negative , points of
their schools and of their specific departments, the atmosphere, the workload in
comparison to Colby, and the placement
record of the school.
The symposium wilj be held at 4:00 on
Friday, October 19, in the Smim Lounge at
RunnalsUnion.
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Presiden t Cotter:

Sports Aiid CoiB^
that that is happen ing to the football team.
The team is a good example .of having a poor
overall recent record which has really not
made it impossible to recruit a large number
of talented scholar athletes for this year. If
it ? s possible there , it should be possible ior af t
¦the sports . . ¦ ' ¦ *".
ECHO : Do you feel tha t a winning team binds
the school together , both the alumni and the
,_ 7 :r .
student body?
COTTER . .Sure. I think that pride in the institution is arvery important fack-Priite can

Two weeks ago, the ECHO interviewed
President Cotter on SPORT S—his views and
their relationship to the Colby education . The
following text are exerpts from the interview.
Please note that the Pre sident .does speak at
considerable length oh the ski team and its
fate but due to space and the extensivehess of
his explanation , we have decided to print this
material at a later date .
ECHO : I' ve seen you at several athletic
events thus far this year , I didn 't really see
President Strider at many. It' s obvious that
you have taken an . active interest in the
school's sporting teams. Will this continue?
COTTER : It 's both institutional and natural. I
enjoy going to sporting events , but more than
that , I would like to get the chance because I
find it both exciting and fascinating. I like to

come from all sorts of thin gs. It can come

see students in all kinds of operations whether
it he athletics , theatre , or dance , y

ECHO : Do you see that your being at these
events will give you the chance to better interact with the student body ?
COTTER : Definitely, it' s a very good oportunity. There on their home turf when I 'm
there , I get a chance to see them and what
they do with their free time when they are
comfortable with what they 're doing.
ECHO : How important is it for Colby 's teams
to be competit _v.e?
COTTER: Very. It doesn 't mean that you

have to win all the time but it does mean that

you have to be competitive. You have to feel
that over a period of time that you've had your
proper share of victories and if you don't then
you have to look why that is ha ppening
because we do abide by the same rules as
other NESCAC schools and there is really no
reason why we should not be competitive in
any sport that we're going to field. If you have
a brand new sport , then it takes you a while to
get the word out. Pla yers in high, school do like
to go to a school which does, have a winnin g
record so if you've had a losing record for a
while it is a cycle that is difficult to break. But
schools do turn around , all the time . I think

SueMeyer: ;
l ourney
In
Mind

from winning teams; it can come from
Rhodes Scholars that are students; professors
who write good articles and ,get national
acclaim . It can come from all kinds of things
that can give you spirit and pride. Sure
athletic victories can give you that , evencloise
games can give you that. Even if you lose .that
type of game as the one vs. Wesleyan earlier
in the year , you have to leave with a great
deal of pride. It was so close that the per formance was absolutely incredible for both¦
.>'
teams.
ECHO : Moneta ry 7 costs have risen substantially in the past few years . There is little
hope that this trend will not continu e. What
this means essent ially ; is that there will; be
cutbacks ,' most likely from the athletic
progr ajn jn my opinion ; In my years here , the
move has been to Eliminate Junio r Varsity
; .' -. .
squads , whathappens after this? ;.
COTT IER: I am not sure that I agree with your
premise that it is inevitable that the athletic
program has to suffer a dispiroportionate
amount of budget cutting. I don't think that
that is inevitable , nor do I feel that , that is
historically accurate although I may be
wrong. It seems to me that every year when
you're looking at the bud get, you're trying to
look at the relative costs of any program. I
don 't feel that the athletic program gets short
shifted. Nor do I think that Dick McGee thinks
so either. We , have been trying to do a lot of
expansion particularly with women 's sports

and that has meant in some cases that

perha ps there has had to be cost saving in
other areas of the athletic program. But the
total athletic bud get I don 't think has received
a disporportiona te share of cuts.
ECHO : The same thing goes for the student as

well.

COTTER That is right. Yes, any " overemphasis means that you are missing the great
"wealth of varieties that we have here at Colby.
This is the time to .ample because never
again will the individual have so riiany opportunities so close at hand. Once you're out ,
you're not going to again find a college at- '
mosphere.
ECHO : What _ do you think of athletic
scholarships in an institution like Colby? *
COTTER: It is a funny description; athletic
scholarships. In one sense you certainly dpn't
want to say that there are no.scholarships that

go to people who play sports. In fact there are
scholarshi ps that go to people who. play
sports. How important a determinant was
that in their selection for that scholarship ? It
depends. There is a system of dividing the
scholarship money at Colby " into- four
categories. The four categories are as follow.
One is called scholars given to people whose
^ that they are at the
SATS, grades , etc. show
top of their class. Then there is a quarter for
minority students and a quarter set aside for
Maine students and then there is a quarter set
aside for what is-called peripheral talents ,
and that is where the athletic .scholarships
fall .That is also where a music scholarship is
or a painter or any special talent that doesn't
fit into the other three categories. ' That is
where you would make " a" pitch -within the
- -I

(continued on page twelve)

by Ste phanie Vrattos

Once again this year , the Women 's Field
Hoqkey squad at Colby will be challenging for
the state tournamen t , and one of the reasons
is their talented left striker , Sue Meyer. Sue , a
native of Southborough , Massachusetts ,,is
currently the Mules' leading goal scorer with
7 ' V .: '\Y.
nine goals, 7 Y' - .7 .
Said Coach Debbie Pluck of her top performer , "Sue 's, great success this year is a
result of her attitude right from the start ol
the : pre-seaso n . She came ' ready to go with
tremendous ¦ ¦desire to work hard and to M-.
¦
prove. "-.; , ' " :.;.. ¦ •;. y ; y y /y i : ¦ }}}¦' "}¦; ) ¦ ;y;7 v 7
Sue, a junior , has been playing field hockey
for , the past eight years; including three at
Colby . She attended Algonquin Regional High
School in Northboro ugh where she earned
distric t all-star honors in each of her last s
seasons and captained¦ ¦ her ;squad in hor senior
year. y. . :yy ;y y, Y , " '. V ' -; . y , Y : Y : 7 ' ;: ;' ~ yy "
Noted for her hustl e and determination; Sue
also possesses a fine stickhandllng talent ns
well as aY good game sense. Again ; Coach
Pluck , . ''Sue- has super corice-itratldii ;' She Is
¦,
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The Mules ' record presently sounds at 6-2
W^onasked iabout Colby's^
¦
tea m. lost . to Thomas
year 's;State , Tournament , to be played at wlth -Ciir games .i^a inli^16ltftfie^^ .jjdt6% i • • Tho Colby Soccer
yesterday; 2-6;'¦.TJiJ j ,;' ios^dro pif.^^ : Mulestt
Bo\vdp ih,; on October ; 20 ai}d 27th \]Sue spoHo. tournament pla y; Cu rrentl y
team ', With; a bettor / record ^than !that ofethe -' record to 5:3-i . and ended tho club .s three '
optimis tica lly, "Las t year we were
firat t ,yet finiahed iourth lnithb ^^ tourney ifhlch Mules and should both ;j^ams( keep ;;wiihhirig, Y game undefeated streak ; as 1 well as goalie
's consecut ive shut out ' streak at
was n huge disappointment , By being scedeel <-iilffy:^viotild- iM'Jiti^^'-niiihber '.twd . beld-id'0-e^ : Morrman
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Four th and long ^;>

an editorial coitimen t

rRoger Kahh; Wfluld tf'S^mw
have had a tough time
'.Y; p_a3^' iii'>
imagining his ^.^^r
. thisYpi ja ^
these wer e:. not men of summer ; fun , but
ballplayers doing their; thing , in conditions
more suited for mid-season football contests
than baseball championships. How ludicrous

it all seemed as the second series game was

threatened by snow, the others challenged by
temperatures . that drop ped well into the
fourties and thirties. I tried very hard to

imagine myself playing baseball; I am not
surprised that I could not .
, Tn my youth , I ceased playing baseball

vLen it became hazardous to run about in

shorts , or the impact of the ball hitting my bat

began to sting my hands. But it did not set me
back any , 'cause I always anticipated the
start jof the next sport season. When the
baseball season had had its time, we switched
to football and the snow and ice that went
along with it. When it became too cold , my
brother and I headed down to the pond with
bur hot chocolate and hockey garb while our
friends absconded to the local gym and a few

months of hoops . And then of course "when the
snow and ice of winter past began to thaw , we
once again began to oil our gloves and prepare
for the Spring. Year in and year out , this .was
the cycle, a cycle that no longer seems to

exist:

We are now afforded the opportunity to

watch America 's great game eight months of
the year ; the World Series in the winter chill

of late autumn nights. Hockey and basketball
play-offs end in the heat of late May and
football commences in early September. No

longer have kids the seasons as guides to what
sport to play,- but television , the "" same
television that gives, us pennant races in June

and July, yet play-offs in mid-October. It is
botlr overla p and overkill s- a condition that
hot only leaves us gasping , "Wow , I can 't
believe that it 's already baseball season," but
wondering if it has ended at all. -

Raise Record To 3-1

Mules Trounce Hamilton
by Jonathan Greenspan
Colby ifootbaU :^

winning Y^seasOiiY thus ^ip ^ ^S ^xg ^^ iii/y

¦
. trouncing the Cpijtiir te
College 42-12J It was the third victory in fpiirH
starts ' . for the ;Mules; who , for 1 the first- time; ^
since 1972; haye^now won three "games in a:
rbw 7 Three first *qutoer toU
game quickly out of reach -for the men
¦ from
;
:
;
Clinton i NewYork YY:- i - ->'YY.Y: ' ' :;Y ; 'Y '-¦ - Y-: . . y^-y:
•As they. havel amjply demonstratdi lin their
last two outings , Colby 's bffehse 'can strike
both quickly and of ten .- Sure enough, as they 7
hi .,, in each of the previous twb outings , the
Mules march ed . dowinfield 1: on their first 7
possession off;the ^fternoon to put ' a :quick _
score on the"board; ^e drive ^iclv tobKsix ;
plays and covered 65 yard s; ended on a seven
yard scamperh yJ ^._-pra ^
Donegah , who 'was filling in lor the injured
rPaul Belariger athalf , gained Sfryards oh the 7 .
^y biv 8 wrriesiyvlth;
second touchdo wn , came ; on, Colby 's" second .
possession arid was the end result of a : 54yard .;|
explosion around ltft e^
play, ^It was ai sfiro ^idl^sywiei)/tojthe left^;;
with pblart arid M^
blockijjg ori the coro ^Fr wh tliero oniri lisaw).!
goal-line. '' A t^eiiy-f iwjyard;i pirank Sears to^
MattMaley pas ^gaye ^
down bf the game ^hd a'flrstM
The; , final .hail ^ih^Hamil toh
Y cbriv erte&the fex
mld-wiy;.,'^
7 temobnaha gaye jC olbph ih_^inbiintab.e 35:Y
;
Continentals Moved theBall down tffth ^ Colbys.: ; Y.0haIftin _e
l^d^^
15\M.were ;. on ' i jhe^.y&^
0'$Tw ^
points i bn 'thevboa ^
il
on
hu ^t 'TKe :'
^Ham t end edhopes of ^ Colby
on sfine i
denied as freslmah 'Tom ^
Mules
final
fame
touchdown
a
50 ^rd •
front ':bf a ijainiltbn receiver; dpingsidelihe ' out '^ ^ pasis play ifrom; Quarterback ¦< Tom Cone to; t
;
pattern 's and g«dldp *djdpwri the sideline for 957;Y .^-'Ma.tMal.y; ? :.?' 1 ;';-. y iii!: ^
yy± y "i YYt'l ' ': ' 7,
'
yards ahti ^the score, ^It was ;a down and put fv 'qSaid Halfba ^ Ddiiegah bf'thewiri arid hls ;
whidh i thetcbaches . had ; def erisedi pr ppprly r .^ Y
.iflrw
^
commented McGllllcuddyJ ^I^jus it ariticipatecl ^j: greatiierfbr
day. We lose pur two starting guards ,
the jwssandafter thecatch there ^a^
Brophyla pd-Bowmari , yet ' we have Brownie "
goaf-line in front of me." It was his secphd of .. : ^and 'Jf bel fo viri filjlng in ifbr thbrrf aind playiiti g ;
t
threie ;:lhtercep iUons-^
•:.. buti ^b_$g^
wMcttearried .thOYf
:iD6lah*a ^6t - pf credlt ;fbCdoln
^
¦
Week honors . Instead of 21-8, this 'Inte rception i".
'
;
?Vaite ^bohi '';t- ^ '^' ¦: ¦'.^^^^^T^^^ ^:^
retwri made the ^
This week; in front of ^hat prornlses to;be a7
spirit lbftiri 'the'Cohtlherit ^
very
large and erithii -iastic ^ partisoih ?crowd ,yY
MaUback " Dbnb ^ri^teamed7up ^wlth i
Miilj
es/twill lebh.rbht ' pererilally , . tough
the
; final ;touchv j t
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ie
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counter ..crlss^cro ds= in . the ' backfield with ' bbtt6m; 'bf , thb
)$ct 7^
Donegan - breaking loose down 7tho sideline ^ssess; awhich !; "
flneido
.enBe^nd iiri 'offense
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back;t
^
Syhq
lh.
Sear_
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be.bM flii^lhi.he:bail
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has-the capatelty to j ^aco ^rits
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'
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Number 87{Frosh ^jo)}n Olso n, has filled m admirably for the .injured Harry Hadiaris

Women Wiii Their First
by Sarah LickDyke

The Women 's Soccer team notched a game
in the victory column this past Saturday by
soundly defeating Bates: 5-2. The win , the
squad's first of the season and first in their
brief history, came at the hands of the Bobcats whom the Mules had lost to 1-0 earlier in
¦ '}.
theyeari . -y '" y Y
. yi: "' - :
^ Highlighting the victory for the Mules was
the birth of a previously latent offensive
punch which pri or to this game had only
totaled two goals. Sarah LickDyke led the
way with two quick goals at . 6:44 and 7:02 of
the first half . Captain Barb Neal assisted on
the first goal and Juni or. Mary Erns t assisted
'¦-¦ '
oh the second.;
•
Colby played -what had to be their best game
of the year. They beaf Bates to the ball
throughout the contest , passed well , and
repeatedly cleared their zone of all . Bates
attacks. Before the1 first half was over , Colby
tallied their third goal of the afternoon at 16:26
of the half. Barb Neal scored the goal and was
assisted by Itophmore Debbie Ward.
Bates' taped their first gbal of the game just
over , sixteen minutes into , the second half as
Bates forward , Sara Jameson was able to slip
through the Colby defense and score
unassisted. Soon thereafter , Colby forward

Debbie Ward returned the favor by recording
Colby's fourth goal of the game. The goal was
unassisted .
>
Cindy Milton wrapped up the scoring for
Colby at 24:15 as she netted her first goal of
the year coming on an assist from Ward. This
goal had every member of the front line at
least one goal on the day and a four goal lead ,
a luxury that they more than enjoyed on this
historic day . With less then a minute left in
the contest , Bates was again able to find the
net to close the final score to 5r2.

Colby

outshot

their

opponents

from

Lewiston 16 to 13 during the match. Jeffra
Becknell recorded ten saves on the day, while
Bates keeper , Dorothe Alpers shed aside
eleven Colby blasts.
Said Coach Steve Knight of the performance , "This was definitely the best game

that we have played. That we defeated a team

that had not only beaten us but had shut us out
previously , clearly shows our improvement. "
The Bates coach had a similar appraisal of
the contest , "This ' is a totally different team
from the one that we played earlier in-the
year. " Plymouth State will be the next opponent to discover this change when tlie Mules
travel tb meet the Panthers this Saturda y.

Thi s Week In Sports
EVENT

DATE

Women 's Field Hockey

October 19

October 19-20 ¦ Women 's Tennis

t

New Englands at Amherst
Maine Invitational a't Bate.
'
USM

' Men 's Varsity Cross Country
Varsity Soccer

,

-

Varsity Football «

TRINITY

Wo men 's Field Hockey

Women 's Soccer

j

October 22
,

New Englands at Amherst

Varsity "B" Soccer

SMVTI

Women ,'s Field Hockey '

1

A

/

"Women 's Tennis
Women 's Cross Country

¦

11:00
*

12:00 j
1:30
2:00

at Plymouth State

Women 's J V Field Hockey

October 24
' " ' 7s -

. JOHNSON STATE
,

Women 's Cross Country

Women 's J VH

, October 23 , -

3:00

UMPI

1

October 20

TIME

OPPONE NT

*

2:00

'

3:00

a t UMF

3:00

. a t UMF

4:30

1 1.

BOWDOIN

.

3:00,

. BATES
-~ '

3:00 ,

. .

that will make our offense even mor e wide
cesslvo amount of turnovers thus far this
open
than it has been in weeks past. We have
year. Gone from a year ago is Mike Poye,
played them tough in the past , we're coming
..Trinity 's' all»E)(CAG ; quarterback , but - Pat
McNamara , the other half of thiETdutstanding off , three consecutive ' victories , and fliere will
be a good crowd here due to Homecoming
'Trlni ty7combinatibh is; still gracing the end
' zones 'bf the opppsUibh as he heeds only one
festivities , sp we're confident. " In other
words;
J t will be a very, enthusiastic and opthbre touchdown ieceptiori
.to break a Trinit y:
¦
' '; . ¦ ' ' ; .;' . il^ :1 ^ ' ' -^;?^"!^^ . - " ^ :. . timistic 'Colby team going against a Trinity
;record ifYY;7'i;: '^ : y
Y^ Said iHal fback Deriogan ! bfitl.is : weeks ppi ; squad which is trying to regroup and change
p6rieri t;Y»5They haveYa gobd v _troh BVdefense7 their season around Y-^ a nice change from
years past. 7Y7 " r - . ' . ¦!;
;whlch wlU fbrbe 7us;to put In. a lot;of options

--

..

Harrie rs ;
Run WellIn
- NESCACS
i ,
.

by Kevin Fahey
Freshman Todd Coffin continued to run well
this past Saturday as he finished seventh
overall in the NESCAC cross-country
championshi ps held at Frankli n Park in

Boston. Coff in ran a strong race over the

mudd y 5-mile course and timed in at 25-24.
Mike Behrman of Willi-ins won the race in
24:531 Williams would have been the bveravJ
team winner had " official" team scores been
kept. The Qoiby-harriers would have placed
4th among the 10 teams behind Williams ,
Y y
Bates and Amherst.
KeUy Dodge , another Colby f reshman , ran
"Double Sevens , I m
' calling it, d o ubl e S eveniy''

:
Y -^y '-X%

Photo by J im Dwyer

Ruggers Zonked: Don't "Try "At_^U

It doesn 't make sense. "Gahd" only knows
what happened. Even the spectators of last
Saturday 's rugger match with Bowdoin are
baff led by the unmitigated disaster. For the

first tithe in fivejears Bowdoin actually won
— and on a beautiful day — and on a Colby
pitch — and with a large Colby crowd. Where
were the Colby ruggers ? "
From the opening kick-off , ft was obvious

that the Ruggers had not come to play the

determined game tha t the . large crowd had
antici pated. Despite the crazed tackling of
Mark Govani and Dave Marcus , Bowdoin was
easily able to drive deep into Mule territory.
Sure enough , it was only a matter of time as
die efforts jof these two Ruggers were not ^
enough to ward "off Bowdoin's onslaught as a
Bowdoin back broke awa y from a weak tackle

• Cotter

(continued frOm page ten)
financial aid committee torget financi al aid to
that particular perso n. Now we happen to
have one of the largest scholarshi p progr ams
available to any cbrnparable college. We.

^^ra^IVeir
/^^ tEiiglaiitl

fbotliall
sAp ^
(f. ^ Mewsletter
At lost , t he t ype of reporting
New En g land college f ootball
has always deserved.

Ntw England Division III tttrnt playmcltbio (ootbill.But, u
iny fruilrated (an knows, scores »r« often burleddeep In tho
j porti pigoi of major metropolitan mwspipera,If they
appear at all, And rm\v do these teams receiveanyIn-depth '
¦
cpvarago. Wo have decided to change all that.
For fl weeks this Fallwe will bringyou boxscores,Individ. ual and team stats,player profiles, features and editorials on
New England college teams Including: ¦

• W»el»yan
• William*
• Bates
•Trinity
. •Hamilton

•Middlebury .Tu«a
«Coaat Guard »Worceater
• Amherst
Polytech.
• Colby y
• Norw ich
• Union
• Bowdoin

The cost (or a one-yearsubscription Is $10, if yousubscribe
for two years,you'l savetwo dollars,Thetwo-yearmubacrip.
. Hon ratels $18. Subscribe now and
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by Rod Mars hall
there to help out. Colby was f inished and the
and the Pola r Bears had their first "try " of
achin g rib s of scrum-half Mark'Ca vanaugh
•
the afternoon.
probably epitomized it .beist : an easy gamer
This brought Colby back to its senses and
arid painfully lost.
onto the offensive. The bone-crushing hits of
The second game had a few bri ght spots but
Brad Richards and Keith Davis established ;
it
too was dismally lost. Doug Herbert and
the tone for the forwa rds , who clearly
Steingold played with demonic fire as the
Neil
of
the
dominated the game , though none
Polar Bears dropped iri pain around .them.
scoring. The f orwards won nearly every
The forwards were even more fierce than in
scrum (faceoff) arid suppo rted the backs in
the firs t game but some breakdow ns in the
consistently threat ening Bowdoin but could
tackling and in the back 's passin g preven ted
not make it count. Even the mad charges of
damage. Again
Bob Davidson supported by Spenser StapleT them from doing any real
held while they scored
could not pierce Bowdoin's final sheath of Bowdoin's defense Fortunate
ly Colby f ights
three quick trie s;
defense.
this time v^th
weeks-but
again
in
two
Patheticall y , Bowdoin was even able to Bowdoin
,
vengence
7
a
score one more time through a breakdown in
Quoth the Ru ggers: "Neyermor e.
the tacklin g assignments of the Colby backs.
The usuall y omnipotent forwards weren 't
have a higher percentage of students on
scholarship s' here than at most NESCAC
schools. That means that there is a bigger
total pie of scholarships given and theref ore
we may be able to give mor e help in some
cases to people that have athletic peripher al
, talent s than is true at a comparable college. I
airi told by the coaches that certain NESCAC
schools really go after athletes so that
anybody who is really going to make a contribution to the team can get a scholars hip,
where is as true here once that twenty-five
percent of perip heral talents is used up, that' s '
it , there are no more available . In my conversatibn /wifh the coache s that has been ,
somewha t of a probl em; but it hasn 't been a ;
tremendous impediment to them being able to
att ract the kind of scholar athlete that they
want to have . There is never enough money
for everybody 's heeds, but !don 't feel that it; ,
has set them in any difficulty.
ECHO : Do you think that the pteiTbillty ' of
eliminating a costly team , such as the football
or hockey team , will ever arise or do you think
that .thi s is just out of the qutgtion? _
COTTER: , Nothing is completely out of the
question. There is nothing that is sancrosan ct ,
but I think tha t itis highly unlikely. I' ve heard
no one suggest that we eliminate an "expensive team. 'Ms a matter of fact , I think
that people are quite surp rised when they find
out how inexpensive these teams actually are
when you really look at tho riuirnbers. this Is
not a "big 10" operation where ybu are
spending hundreds of thousand s of dollars , On
the .; contrary, these }.. are efficiently run
programs which allow a lot of participa tion
where the coaches are shar ing their time with
the physical education program arid . with
intramural sports as well y as , with' tlie
collegiate varsity sports . 1 think when you
divide your costs • acro ss that kind of a spectrum of roods of the college,- the hockey or
football tea m can't be a sore thumb , and look
at ,lt ,',when .you : find , yourse lves , in finanblal

difficulty and can say that that is the logical
but? They are not really that expensive;
COTTER: I really don 't know much about the
intramural prog ram except that I. see it; The
wonderful thing about this canipus is that
ther e are always people out playing. On every
i^eeriYYspbt . there y isi!m : pr &iiiv^iof
disorganized game going on. I walked along
the campus \vith; President Bok of Halyard
on Saturday after the convocation arid he had)
never been tbColb y College. He l_oked around
and saw\ all the playing fields that we had and
said that Colby must have the highest amount
of playing fields per student of any college he '
had £ver * beerif at. It ' seems that at all .times '
the re are ten; to (fifteen learns playing , it is
very .exciting ; to ; see.|If you tal k about bur ;
athletic ¦'program , you can 't just ebneeritrate
on the varsity Rfograriri. We ¦::have ; a. total ;
athletic frog ram; ^
thestuden ts^ 7^Y7-Y .YY;:- Y. :vY Y .:• ,; r v. ..•.;„ y (yy
ECHO: The girls this year haye a new soccer ;
team arid this winter they will have a squash
team. Do you see this as a step in the right
. dir ecti gp? . ' '
. COTTER : Oh , I think that it has to be. It is
not only mandated by law now, but it seems to
me that for a college with this tradition , ie, a
coeducationa l institution , it seems to be high
time that women , get a , careful , break oh
athletics ; AiidiI think that women ; are . more
interest ed in organtod athletics th !n;;they .
wertfa genera tion ago ; It seems to be hard to
justify iany iiif eriorlty jn women's aihletlw ; ;
^
sports to the Colby, ;;
ECH O s How impbrtari Tarp
,

¦
'educatiori? ;;.
YY ' ;v ;Y ;: 'Y 77;;-7 . .Y; 7':Y.7 i-yy yy,;>!/.;. ¦/, ,y;

in
COTTER: Iii; the great: variety of j ^ays 7 y
¦
which y it 7 Affords opportunities Y the Y irir ;7
tercollo ginte opportunit y is teiribly , Important
to those that participate In; It ; The wonderful »
thing . ere Js that' Vwe'YnowYhaye so ;marijf /«
varsit y spprts v ' arid I .don 'tTeoll y 'lmbw wha t
the statistics ar c In overlap - these are people
that play more jhan one sport , but it seems to;,
me that varsity Intercollegiate competiti on is
a special part of one's;education •; . 'If you are -;
..

one of his best races of the season to f inish
17th in 26:00. Dodge was followed .by Colby's
3rd man , Dan Ossoff , who finished 22nd in

• . ¦ ' . .• ¦ ,. - ,"" v ,,: . s~¦ ' ¦ -.'
26:15. ,
Y Bill "kerchief man" Mc Cully, poured on the
stearin and grabbed 3ist' place in f ront of
Bowdoin's 3rd man .T^ffi Mitchell , at 26:41.
Duncan Whitne y seems to be making up for
his slow start this season as he finished 5th for
Colby in 41st place. Whitney ran the course in
a strong 27:06 . YY 7
Ph il Hough and Jon Bees bro ught it hon^p)
for the Mules as they finisihed 52nd and 53rd ;
Hough finished in 27:56 with Bees following i
second later.
> 7 '
; The unofficial tea m scores for the meet '
were as follows : Williams 34, Bates 48,
Amherst 77, Colby 118, Hamilton 155, Bowdoin
169, Tufts 178, Wesleyan ; 197, Trinity 209;
Middlebury 216.,
;
. ' -C-The Mules Will be cbriipe ting iri the Maine
Invitational which will be held at ii a.m. this.
Saturday at Bates. Colby will be conning
against the power ful U.M.O. squad ,albng with
Bates and Bowdoin .
interested in it and are capable of it , a
college should provide it and I think that we dn
that very well. There is a great worry that 'J
have , about varsity athletes who7 are so
committed to varsity sports , more than one ,
that they- are ; not able to either give proper
attention; to.their , regula r academic work or
don 't get a charice to eiijoy all the other ac-.
tiyities or opt ions here. Y > ; r Y
.Wh eriyou
atMetlcs which hais to be very demanding. If
you play more than one sport ririd go through
two-thirds of the year playing , on" the Varsity
level, I don 't; see how ybu )ca n do ' your
homework arid I d o khovy that ypu cion'thave
time for any other actiyities. This is too bad ,
because l.feel tha t ybu ' must .have a system
that encourages people to: try .a variety of
things that will be irripbrtarit i& their lives .
Athletics certa inly will he a part of their lives,
but r they aire 'missing other > opportuni ties If
they bver-erhphasize ; I jirould haVe to say the
same thing for the muscian who does nothin g
l
else except play and go.to concerts. '
ECHO: What sports do you lilie to play and-or
,
",
watch ?
'
COTTER: The only oncthat I play regul arly
Is; squash ;Y7I Y. fiddle around with tennis
sometimes , ;:;bu t v thatYhas
alwaysYb een
frustratihg. ll swim,1 1 play ping pong ; I still
r
.beat ri-j ^on regularly. ^ '^i4i '. '>) f 'yyiy .; • ;>;
ECHOYBee r Pori fe ,;7, .; . . .".7 y 'y' v ' ." .. '# !( . .;.; ., ., . .
COTTER: In wat ching; I gues_ it Isn 't iisport
so much as it is what 's going on. How exciting
the game is; I must say that becau se I played
footbnll in high school and I have kept up with
the rule changes over ;the years; I feel that I
am a more intelligent watcher of football th an
soccer which ,I didn !t play arid whose rules ij
am hot sure <that luriderstand. Field hockcy .S
sjt lU a mysteryito .mo, l,love ItibiiiX can 't tell
you why those whistles blow all the time In the
gome, But the great excitement is being there
with.the team and watc hing their ehthusidsm
;lf .the ganie . is cl(w^
;
Y 7Yy<yyy 7vY ;Yy ..yy7 y7 ' . y y V :•' .,' 7r _ Yi . YY- ' y

Hockey 's Record Now6-2
."

'

" by Carol Sly

The field hockey team went south into cold
winds and blowing snow last Wednesday to
face the University of Southern Maine.
Despite the weather, the Mules out-hustled
the Huskies on route to a 2-0 triumph.
The opening minutes displayed USM's
strength: their midfield defense. Colby
adjusted and worked the ball out to the wings
who brought the ballinto scoring position. The
first goal was put in off a «'short corner by
striker Leah Maher. Hillary Laraba hit the
ball to Maher who flicked it high over the
defense, placing it in the far upper corner oi
the net.
The Huskies dominated play during the
opening minutes of the second half , but their
dominance was short-lived. Colby soon
regained possession and controlled the ball
for the remaining thirty minutes.
The second goal for the Mules was pushed
past the goalie by Jane Hartzell. The rush for
a rebound after the initial shot placed several
Colby players in position to score. In the

midst of- the confusion , Hartzell tapped the
ball into the cage,for her fourth goal of the
year. '
Later in the second half, the game was
surnrharizedby a USM player on the side line.
The teams were set up for a push-in and the
Huskie said, "They 're" all blue." She could
have been referring to the color of the
women's skin, but mostJikely she was noting
the overwhelming number of Mule players
around the ball; ~ it had been the case
throughout thecontest.
The J.V. game followed, despite the adverse
weather and the accumulation of snow now
covering the field. The Mule offense controlled the ball taking it into scoring position
thirty times, and getting off fifteen shots.
Colby went ahead in the first"half , as Emily
Batchelder.worked a rebound into the goal.
The second half had to be abbreviated due to
poor field condition, but Colby retained its
lead to triumph 1-0.

Wmti^lteeez&lti'TirVoPlaces Eig hth In NESCAC'S:
Left link Leah Maher charging downfield

byAndy Goode
With a pair of victories;this;past week, the
Iri doubles; Colby swept all three matches.
women's feruiis team raised their record to 6- The team's depth has been especially felt in
1. Both triumphs.came against Maine teams
doubles where Colby has only lost two matarid e^dented mat cdlby has a strong chance ches all season. Playing - first doubles, Mo
to capture the state tournament riext week.
Flint arid Martha Oaks remained undefeated
After thrashing Baties the week before, the
and untested, winning 6-2, 6-2 over Bowdoin's
Mules continued their doriiinance over
Nina Williairis and Eileen Pyne: Gretchen and
Bowdoin with a 7:2 win. Number one seeded
Ellen: Huebsch chalked up - another victoiy,
Maura Shaughhessy had little trouble with
defeating Fay Weitzmari and Kathy Davis 6-2,
Meg McLean; .winning 6-3, 6-0 for her sixth
6-lYThii:d doubles also dominated, winning 6straight victory. Brigid McCartheywon again
1,6-3 over Amy Lespia and Sandy Wbodhouse.
at number two by defeatingDorothy D'Orio 7In a short match Colby easily disposed of
6,5-7, 6:1. Number three WendyTWittels won iii
the University of Maine at Presque Isle 3-0.
straight " sets over Carrie Hunger;,7-6, 6-3.'
Both number one seeded Maura Shaughnessy
Playing nurnber
four , Sara Crisp dropped two
and number two Brigid McCarthey bagled
,
t0"J?2W(foin s Linda Dolierty 6-3,6-1. Kim
their opponents 6-0, 6-0Yin the lone doubles
Booth breezed 6-0, 6-3 over Margie White
, match Mp Flint and Martha Oaks upped their
while number six Korba Peterson lost to Sue
to 7-0 by thrashing Sue Melia and Kim
¦record
' }}.y ) ¦
Caras 6-l,6-0.
Fpstere-i .e-oY ; ;-;; ;-^;;; ; ^. ¦:,.
., '¦ ¦ ¦/ ¦ ' '¦' :/L '¦
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Frasii Stsnsation
Ann Gullenberg
by Ronald Krevat
"You've got to have tremendous discipline
to run even when it hurts or it's snowy or icy,
and you have to attack it with never-ending
determination," declared Colby cross country
runner Ann Gullenberg. Apparently, she has
'Yhad that determination ; haying been at Colby
for just over a month , the freshman is already
her team's top performer.
Ann came to Colby with a dazzling high .
School running record. She began her successful career as a freshman at Farmington.
Maine High School, by running the half-mile.
During the three years, she also ran the two
mile, and cross country. In all three events,
she worked her way into state competition.
Ann placed in the state cross county meets
in each of the three years she participated. In
the state two milej she placed third in her
junior year and second during her senior
year,when she clocked a spectacular 11:22.
Ann's skills have also brought her. to"
Longview, Washington and Kansas City,
Missouri, where the national AAU cross
country meets were held. Out . of the 100
competitoris, Ann placed 41st and 76th
resjiectiyely.
Ann 's teahimates at Farriiingtoh were also
among th e state's top runners. Her cross
country team won th e state championships in
j ; OPEN EVERY NIGHT

J amie Towne awaiting a rebound
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each of the three years that Ann competed
and the track teams were first in the state
during Ann's junior year and second during
>
her sophomore and juni or years;.
In addition, one of Ann's teammates was the
state record-holder in the half-rnile.
With teammates such as these on her high
school squad, Ann finds the adjustment to
Colby "less intense. " 7She is, however, very
optimistic about her team's season.Said the
Frosh, "The competitive spirit of the runners
is growing. With a bit of time, a lot of work,
and even more support; we will be among the
best women's teams. We've certainly got the
;
potential. "
Despite her brilliant record, Ann does not
wish to run winter track this year. "I'm a
distance runner,'' commented Ann. ''I prefer
running on icy and snowy roads "
Last weekend, Ann lead her team in the
NESCACS by finishing eighth out of the sixty
competing runners. She ran the 3.1-mile Tufts
cOurse in i8:50. Colby's next two runners
were respectively, Ginny Low, twentieth, and
Karen ' Sondergeld, thirty-seventh. The
squad's top seven runners will be competing
as a team in thi s weekend's New England
meet in Burlingtori, Vermont,
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boosted ieirirecord, ; , disaster area." However It) was Roy ! who
7 ,;The Colby
J -occe^tearrt
tb § > 2 - i arid earned tholr thlrdicbnsetutiyei ^ managed to scramble a goal in that "disaster
;; : ' ; : : ' PELIV JE_tIE ^fi-llP.M. :^
shutout as tl.ey.defeatediCl_irk University, lr l area '^ o n a pass from Toni Betro after; 16
S : ; . . , 77 :
j
|.
Olri Worcester,^ lass. last;w_ekend, " ;,, JJy t' miriutos 6f tho.firJ3thalf.;'' '7; v.Y ;' y ' ' iy-\ ' ¦ • ¦ y '
J Tfie 'game was evenlyjriiatched a- Colby ari^Y yy Apart from thr one goal difference; play
CloVk;^ t<>bltlv21 'r-thd' J20 -hbts ^ respectively,; Yiwas verj' .evenly, rirfatched, .Despite; Injuries,
Colby 's, Bill Moorman'.¦.hiitde 15 saves' as did, ij Pat Fortin played another very solid gathe at j 7 Y
Saturda y and Sunday night : With onch $15.00 orde r
Clark's,Mqrk• Shufnobottom, Mnssncliusettfl ; defense and Bill Moorman hits now played _70
liad fluffered a heavy sovori-lnch;snowfall and v^ minutes without allowing a goal, Colby's next
y Free medium poppcroni pizza and large bag of Ruffle.
the state of the fieldmade( play very difficult, j j game will match the Mules against Thomas j
As Dan Roy pointed out, !,7;oneorid was like a > '; Collegeiri thevery first AU-WaterviHe clash; '
. .
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T Jotai l__. ymie,;"an ^ accohipfisK^
player,;andY his]wife, JudyYFtynneV; a noted
pianist, will Y giveY a .concert- inY _Giyeh
Auditoriuiri Friday; Octoberof19 at7:30 {).ni.Y7_ ;
Mr. Rynne isa j^adiiate tteUmyersity of
Colorado;^a^;j_he:^(st<ra^Gc^e^Uwy.^ttf
Music.; ;:;/__Paci&e^
t^ches;YaiYBaps;|Gp^^
He
Central -^tituteV. M^
Symphony arid:j &tjie leaffirig trumpet player
iri die Monteaux Chamber Ensemble in
Maine. -When? not flaying,, or, teaching the
his
trumpet, Rynrie finck time,
; ¦ to; maintain
:,:
own nursery business!' " ' "';'"" ¦ " ' ' "
Friday7mght^i^^iU^use^at le^twp
trumpets. TBs "reperloire will consist of a
Baroque suite by Henry Purcell, "Concerto in

Film Review
<

G.N.P. MusicMachine
Drifters. Their primary works are disco
oriented with a repertoire.;including this
musical expertiseof prominent artists such as
The Commodores., The Manhattans, Chic and
Donna Summer:
The G.N.P. Family will be performing at
Colby on Friday, October 19th from 9 '.00 p.m. 1:00 a.m. in Wadsworth Gym. Tickets are
$2.00, and will be 611sale through Friday at the
Student ActivitiesOffice and Dining Halls.

New to the Colby scene, yet not so new to
Watervme's night-life, is the SOBHU. .Social
Life feature for Friday night'8 Homecoming
pance-Tlje Gross National Product Family. .
Ihe G.N.P. Family which stems from New
Haven, Connecticuthas been well received by
the patrons of Waterville's Plaza Lounge, and
various other night spots 7 in the State of
"
Maine.
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byJane Escargot
Colby students came out in full force last
weekend for the first big social event ;of the
.year: the screening of The Private Afternoons
of Pamela Mann, the sensitive and tasteful
story of a young
with an overactive
The story opens on an ambitious and
M
detective, whose job is to follow
Pamela through her •
escapades.Little does he know that before the
' will be in her
end of the film, his
!And he's not the only one!.
One recurring theme of the movie seems to
. This is
J>e —;— ; or rather, —
most evident in the l6b_ter-blb"scenes, where
an unsuspecting but
secretary
is made the unwilling victim of a
¦
. It is truly touching when, at
the
of the
;
, she finds
fulfillment in
—.
To continue w ith Pamela, she h as oneof th e
most illustrious
in th e
. As we follow her
—
, we soon
discover her to be not only
, but also,
. It must be assumed that she
—
is
from her technique. The
amazing thingabout Pamela is that shenever
,
,or even
tires of
.
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Pamela's husband is another

is his specialty, although he truly en- "-?-. He seems to emerge as a
-"figure in a world where -—;—
and
and
-, not to
mention
that"
, are the only
matter.
for
, his
,of
must be the
> In
it with finesse.'
spite of that, she
joys

———

, of course, although
seems to
is never ruled out. In fact-,
be
for
Pamela
and
her
1
amazing
th at h er
batteries don't run out,
,
All in all, Pamela Mann is
,
,
, and
f or the wh ole
especially —
.It's
at home. * family, but leave your-1
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E^Flat Major,'r;played;ori^a7truj^p^
himself made, and a ptist horn solo by Gfustav
Jrlahjer.;Playing the piario^I^^F^ffiK^
accompany Ryrine?stih-mpet solos; ;;.*'"U. .
The Ryhnes studied and niet at ^e Boston
Conservatory.:.'of^^ Music; Judy;Ryrinehas been
active:' as aYteaicher^(^Urch OTg^jst;^afti d
accbrnpanistYm the ;;^atoTOue |a^^ ^tt
Md^Ti^wiUYplay^'^^
plece^.b;^
¦
Cbpland'^'^arid-'''-' ai'1 '"fw'elcb_rie""^'fa'wii'_ e'i''
Beethoven's '-'Moonlight Sonata."
The Rynries are scheduled; to present tihe
same. , program iri the:;^^ fuuire7a.Ytiie
^riimiini^ Ih^termPittsfield . ......... 777;.,:.. :
;• Friday's cdricert is open Id the public, arid
everyone is encouraged to take advantage of a'
peitfbrmarice ma t promises ro be thoi.oiigh^
enjoyable.
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WtiMBemdConcert
by Fran Mullin ;
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Y£ „;Y YY,7P&b*6 by P ennyJ anzen
' The play.!'Mother Courage"by Brecht will bes presented by

j ;.:- Powder arid Wig, iOkiibber; 18th through20th at 8 p.mY in Strider Theater

Golfe^rrvia

.organ'. There" are.only 12 of its kind in North r
' America. yi :y7 7 ;yy .. 7 'Yy; y . . \y}-i (^ y ^'-y ¦
; The unusual thing about the brga.h4s*that
it. sj birilt in the. Barog^^
''t_ie Amelri<sari'.btidlt/oK^hs.'' J.he E.F.Waicher
Complariy bf^Ludwigsburgh^ Germany built
the organ arid shipped It-tb Coiby.;jniei elec-^^ .;
trical|diagrariiswere wrifcteri in'German , so a
Germarivelectriciari .hadHb be brought over;
Ql'ffom Germany to assemble the prgijn. This;y
was ribt an easy task.YWorl _
. ended, arid it w.a's'd|fficuit;tq l get a passport to
'¦'7 theU .S.frpm Geimany.77 ::^
, ; ; Donated Iby % former -Colbytrustee; Mat y
' thew (Mellon of ;me. .Mellon r steel farrillyiiof li;;
.. . Piti&burghi7the "orfij ari^ ^pecifiea tionS 'i jvere ;
' -." / drawn
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Colby's exciting new music ©roup, the Jazz
Enserhble, will give a short concert this
homecoming weekend. The special mini^ be bold Saturday afternoon
performance will
at halftime oh the footbal field. The group will
play several lively jazz pieces in their first
public appearance this fall.
The Jazz groupwas formed lastspring after
a very successful "walk and swing" concert
performed by the stage band. A new wave of
enthusiasm swelled in the music department
with the recent arrival, of a young band
director named David Latectne. An alumnus
of Brown University, Latadne specializes in
Jazz. Experienced and serious about his
music, our new Jazz Band director is excited
about the possibilities at Colby.
Latadne's enthusiasm has rubbed off on the
Colby .band and other student musicians.
Surprisingly, many of the Jazz Ensemble's
participants are not music majors or even
band meriibers. Even so, these students, some
with little or no previousjazz experience, are
working very hard; to . put together a good
sound for this weekend's performance. After
only a; few rehearsals,, the new band sounds
impassive. Barid.president Tracy Don says,
>'The difference between the first and second
rehearsal was amazing. "
.' The future of this speciar band appears
bright. Following Saturday 1's. .'performance,
the next Jazz - concert is scheduled 7 for
November 10.

Burton and Tapper will be performing in the
Coffee House this Saturday night at 8:30.
Theirs is a unique sound which consists of
guitar and flute accompaniment to song. The
Coffee House is; held'in . the hew dining hall at
Roberts; food: and games are available.

I . Chapel..; iyy-yi y-Yy ¦•T- ¦7: ;.Y..; ri ^-^- vl ^"' v Y
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Colby College Band -.Annual Fall Concert
This Saturday after thefootball game arid
before the homecoming buffet , the Colby
Band will present its first annual fall concert
on the shores of Johnson Pond at 5p.m. Listen
for the fanfare announcement by the Colby
Brass Ensemble from the Roberts Union
balcony at 4:45 and then come on down to the
pond and get an earful of "waterworks"- the
theme of thisconcert.
Students from Colby and area high schools,
as well as instrumentalists from the
surrounding community, will perform the
following program:
""•
Brass Ensemble'
Hail, Colby, Hail! "
America
"
Czechoslovak Folksong-—Karel Komzak
Allegro non Troppo.from Quartet No. 1"
Maurice C. Whitney
Concert BandLincolnshire Posey—-Percy A. Grainger
Water Music~-GeorgeF. Handel
The Pirates of . Penzance™Gilbert and
Sullivar "
Hands Across the Sea—John Phillip Sousa
Waiting For The Robert E. Lee—L. Wolfe
Gilbert , .}y; i .y } './ -y : y , ; ¦ ' . "
In case of rain (or snow!) , the performance
will be in Roberts loft, 5 p.m.
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On July •28^1.50,'Cblby did not let the 200th ;>:
the
anniversary of the death ofOn
Johann Sebastian
that day^
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—Bach; go by unnoticed,^
Walcer Organ was dedicated in Lbrimer -
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. Cultural Life and Social Life are sponsoring
a Hallowe'en weekend next Thursday, Friday .
and Saturday. Among the festivities: a ghost;
storyreading, hayrides, continuous, showings
of Halowe'en films- Psycho, The Texas Chain^
Saw Massacre and Revulsion, a costume
dance, a pumpkin pie eating contest and a
haunted (KDR! House. Get ready to enjoy !
I'Mozart arid Goethe," a Gannett Lecture, will
be presented by Robert Spaethling, Prof essor,
of German Literature at the University of
Massachusetts , at 8:00 on October 24th in theRobblns:and Kurd roorrisi in Roberts Union , }
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With apologies to the cast, a Review of
Firebugs will appear in the next issue of the
Echo.

In conjun ction with the Homecoming
festivities there will be dance in Foss Hall
Saturday night, the tunes will be provided by
Frank Petra and dancing will start at 9 p.m.

FiliML
This week Stu-A presentsthe film Fantastic
Planet on Friday night at 7:00 and 9:30 p.m.
Its an animated sci-fi classic from 1973, that
.will be proceeded by three Disney cartoons,
,.',"; Ori Wednesday night Stu-A will show thd
classic Mister Roberts with Henry Fonda and
James Cagriey. Both funny" and deeply
moylrig;,;this . , film tells of a lieutenant's
struggle against a tyrannical captain on a
WWII supply ship.
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Career , Watch —-—¦ . „ - , ; ,

Annou nceineiits
Distaff is Sponsoring a chartered bus.tnp to
Boston,; November 3, for shopping, museiuri
hopping, or sight-seeing. October 22 Is the
deadline for reservations, and fare is
round trip. The bus will leave JFK parking lot
at 7:00 a.m and 'return about 11:00 p.m.
Arrival time at Quincy Market in Boston will
be approximately 11:00 a;m. The return trip
will leave Boston at 7 p.m.; Checks must accompany reservations and may be sent to
Carol Rohrman, 1 Grouse Lane, Waterville.
Students, faculty, and staff are invited to
make reservations on a¦ first come, first
served basis.
' . ¦¦-¦y' y y; -77 y ..
Distaff is ari informal organ*2?1**011 for
women associated with Colby, either staff or
spouses of staff members, active or emeritus
faculty wives and women professors.
To students of all majors: A number of
Colby alumni presently enrolled in grad
schools across tlie country have agreed to
present a symposium on the critical features
of their schools. The symposium is sponsored
by the Ad-Sci Department; and will be held on
Friday, October 19, at 4:00 in Smith Loungeat
Runnals Union.

1

RECRUITING - The Marines will be here on
Tuesday, October 23rd - Roberts Union Lobby.

- JANUARY IN ARIZONA? The Thiiriderbird
School of International Management offers
short, credit courses for the month of
January. Take International Management, , JUNIORS. The University of , Richmond
International Marketing, Languages, or other .School of Law offers a summer , Pre-]aw
international studies.- Find out more in program for- juniors. The program offers
some legal courses as well as extensive exLovejoy 110.
]
l \i " .
posure to legal systems, and the courts. Credit
may be transferable to Colby tor this summer
x. _ y
term. More information in Lovejoy 110.
JANUARY GRADUATES. Dartmouth is
looking for some interested in gaining experience in sports information. They have an
NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY offers
internship involving writing, researching, fine careers for BA candidates, especially for
statistics, program preparation, and game _hose with foreign,language abilities.We have
coverage. Some traveling with teams is ex- just received this year's brochures and
pected. A great way to get experience in testing information for this year.
Pick one up
journalism. More information in Lovejoy 110. in Lovejoy 110.

Update on nutrition with Marge Lahme
Rp. Director of Nutritional Care at MMMCr
Lecture with film and question and answer
time, Topics will include general nutrition,
vegetarian alternatives, and weight control.
Dana Lounge-7:00 p.m.

77Y } } -:
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Saturday, Oct. 20"' 11:00 AM
_ 9:45 AM
Sunday, Oct. 21
'
*
11:00 AM

6:30 PM ',

I

133 Woodman
Catholic Mass

. Rose Chapel

'

"

__.

Lorirner Chapel
Catholic Mass
Ldrimer Chapel
Morning Worship
Lorirner Chapel
Student Preacher: Jim Lowe '80*
Catholic Mass
,
Rose Chapel Chapel Service Committee ;- ,

8:0O PM

Wednesday, Oct. 17
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All Crib Notes and Announcements must be submitted to the ECHO
office in Roberts Union before Monday evening.
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One-Way • ; Round-TMp
Depart
Arrive
13.50
4:00 PM
7.10
1:47 PM
; 7:35 PM
38.00
20.00
1:47 PM
58.90
10:10PM
31.60
1:47 PM
'
y
1:15 ¦ AIV1
. 41.10
lV47 ¦PM
¦ ¦• ¦
(Prices
subje ct^™™
to change,) \- , .. •;• . . ¦ • , • ., , •¦ . ¦ "
.
.
h ^ZS
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Chapel Choir Rehearsal

6:00 PM ,

'
.
Monday. Oct. 22

nights withvisions of exams, pop tests ^V • ^^^^ HBRBRk
and required reading dancing through ^& '•iBBB^^^ L

To
Portland
Boston
Hartford
New York

~'

Colby Christian Fellowship
Chapel Loun ge
, ~ ,*

6:30 PM

Friday, Oct. 19

Four hew group Jan Plans Have been announced sincelast week's issue of the ECHO.
Number 48 — The Tradition of Country
Dancing in Maine—-7 Christiney MtcheDWentzel/sponspr. v
Number 49 — Electronic Music,.Musique
Concretei.-f- James Armstrong, sponsor.
Number 50 —vThe Swing Thing — James
Armstrong, sponsor.
Number 51— Spirituality and Freedom in
the American Novel — Miriam Gogol,
sponsor.
' For - details, see the bulletin board outside
¦
Y 7'.Y' .' ' 7 • " '-Y. 7 7.
Eustis205. ' ¦. ' '. ¦;

z
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Religions Life At Colby

Greyhound s
' quick cure
for the hook
>^
'
blUeS.

~T—
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TheBritishisles/StudyAbroad Night' will
be held Monday, October 22, at 9:Q0 p.m. in
'Dana Lounge. Interestedi freshmen ; and
sophomores are invited as well as seniors who
studied in the British Isles last- year.

"Students interested in doing their Jan Plan
working as an intern for Zero, Population
Growth of Boston .can speak with Executive
Director Bob Weinstein (Colby '76) this
Friday October 19 at 2:00 PM. Place of
discussionto be announced - see.Mrs .Betts
Kiralis in Eustis 205 for place of discussion.
Students;can focus on lobbying, reseatch,
ch,media work, newsletter writing, or several
other areas of work. There is a good chance
that ZPG-Boston will be national
headquarters for Love CarefullyDay 1980; in
this case students could work at researching,
writing, compiling, and distributing
organizer's kits for this nationwide campaign."

'
.

Are you interested in Republican Party
politics? With the 1980 campaign, already
under way there has been some interest ex?
pressed in organizing^ an active . College
Republicans Clubon campus. Presently we 7areY;tryirig to coordinate
transpprtation:arid,; if;necessary, housing for
the Maine Republican Presidential Forum in
^ortlahd on November-'3'; During tlie Forum
there will be a Presidential preference straw
poll, one of the earliest in the nation. Most of
the candidates; with the exception of Reagan,
will be_ present. YQn the night before the
Former Secretarty of State Henry Kissinger
will .be speaking at a fund-raising dinner.
There will be a iheeting for all those students
interested in the Forum or Republican Club
on Wednesday Oct. 24 at 6 p.m. on 2nd floor
Roberts. For any further information,please
contact .Peter Forman; x562, or Jay Otis, x552.
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—— collegiate crossword
61 Obtains by threat
762 Full of knots
DOWN
' i
¦ Enemy of Ithe sharksY
' ,"
' ' 2 "Spanish eye "
;
v
'73 Oe'e 's .f predeceissor
4 .'Styx;tributary.
7 5 Unemotional
6 Cbumunications
.7; satellite
./.Egyptian . skink
:Y8 ;HoldSia:^jazz
Y . ;session y ¦ 7
. 9 v One .word ..from ,; . '. '
..Y; ;another, li
*fib k.nd 6f"pin¦"'
.__
11 Suppressed

12.Sturm —— drang
13 Keynesian;readin g,
•for short :
. 14:'-.f6'b e;:':..Sp_ .;'" .i.;- '.-.,. ;. r.
¦-i
21 Frying pan mishap . " .-.•
22:Upstart7'
jizards
,.
: 23 ,F-i verfootstudio
25 Artist's
.26 .Word associated Y 4.Y;Wi iii Ripley .
'^r G66d-w1shes gjft ...
'
29-Stitched . i .
SO.Hel or Mont f. "
33 "So there!" . '
39 Light, playful ' '
";
...,.wustcj-1.passage
^ ; 7 . ;7-40
7' ;v^v v©'Edw_rd t ¦Julius v ^> -ollegiate;CW79^2,/>
t ' -y
Rod-sparing ' . y_
;
41 Tennis pro ..
' ¦ |¦ ;.
:. .; ;ACROSS;
7.^ '-¦-24 BelabioH the point \ r
43 Made laws
... .
•
•
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' 7 8 Actor Bergerac
:'Y;32 Sphere '"of -infl uence ,', 47;.What
¦" " {_ " fool
'^46.Fbppish'"
. •: . .wds" .). ..- .-.
"' ;_,-.,.< . 34 Actorf Bruce —— ¦:'. '¦
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r~15
¦
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¦
¦¦
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, Y ' ;;.tlpn .'.;*'. • ¦'; .;. ' ' •". YY complex- (abbr.)
' 7;' j Stanley Jefferson
51 "—— !s Bad Boy" «i,
: 49 Kazan ofrmovlesY 17 Wrestling maneuver ^ .'<" •: 36 Defunct sports .
¦

y 51 Body snatchers of
7 :t ;;:-(2 'Wds.)Y 1v;rY Y.Y ?.¦;YY ;Y league (abbr.)
4- -1m
' . 18 ManoTe'te was one¦'' .". '37 ' Dog' fn 1962 movie
,'.% 52; Steered clear of
\:
y
-'
¦
I,: 19 Lanchester of. film ;-' -.; ^Y't1tleiiY -Y ... '77 ' •' 755 CB'
radio,' for one
7 20 Preston arid York
:38 ,Wal1et .1nyentory
59 CeHe
(abbr.)
40 Emiilates the Tower
60 Police alert
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Undy 's plane
Y •v42 Flippers "
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52 Honest man ... .
53 ;Annoy
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Typical' Colby Alumni-(L-R) Gary Simon, Lynne Ziemer,Patd Wolt, J an Morris,
'Kevin GUwen.Sue Fraser, Dave Donegan, AlAutges ,
WelcomeBack!
The Women's Group is sponsoring a
speaker who will discuss the issues of
SENIORS!YDbh't wait till the l&t minute, lesbianism arid feminism on October 22 at 6:30
p.m. in the RobinsRoom in Roberts Union.
Have your.y^rbbok pic&es t^en'now. Veiry
reasonable .rates . <: we charge 'less than the
Babysitting any afternoon or night of the
OracIeX ¦;Rich
X521- or Tiriia Chen
¦-» ¦ *Highland
¦
week.
Twenty years old, responsible girl. Call
y
-y:
,.
-.
"
J/
:[; i ' .
X3387^
^'V .
x412 -arid ask for Wendy Nixon. References
^
' . '" Y- Y^ y;
available. 7
WANTED; Size 6% or 7 ladies Cross Country
ski boot Call , x22i, or 465:3266 (evenings,
FOUND: reversible yellow and orange
" . .., ' :iii ,i
weekends), y Y7
down vest. Contact Carol. Donna , or Sue X325.
Missing - Ladies Seiko wristwatch; Gold oval
WILL DO TYPING IN MY HQME
face, bracelet-style. Name engraved on back.
Pricesmay vary - Reasonable
Great sentimental value. Please return. NO
J ane Quatrucci at the Health
questions asked. 255 Mary Low. Box 117.
center or 872-8340
. -< y
Roberts Desk. $50.00 reward offered.
'in 7 '
- ¦
¦'
' 1 11 1 1
1 1 in. 1 " i_
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Recently, two women students, representing women's athletic teams arid the;Women's
Group, met with. Athletic Director Dick McGee to discuss the status of Wom^s varsity
athletics at Colby. They voiced concern over the discrepanciesin women'sjand menof
's athletic
programs. Colby's women's teams have traditionally lacked the support; in te^ms funding
;: 7
and gene' al attitude, that men's teams have. This is not only unfair , itis illegal, v
Women not only deserve the same moral support as men, but according to federal law,
specifically Title Nine, women must be given equal opportunity and fundfing. We feel that Dick
McGee has taken positive steps toward reJachinj ? that goal. Through his meeting i _ith the two
students, he has shown that he recognizes arid is willing to..deal with thet.discrepancies. His
concern is also evident in the.recerit development of oii"womeri!s programs: we haye a new
varsity women's soccer team, and our¦ women's
ice¦ hockey tearin
better funded in
y is one of -the
thecountry ^ ;
. ¦" ¦'¦-: '- ' - . y y i ' ' ¦ • ¦¦ y :>: . yyyi- .
- " ' Y • ¦ - ' - . j1 v
7
Though progress is being ma'de 'to alleviate the imbalancesTbetweerTrneh's and women's
sports, there is a deeper source of the probleni;whichmust be recognized:Tain ingrained belief
that men's athletics are more iipporta'rit arid serious than women's/This belief is reflected.iri
the Waterville Morning Sentinel's headlines of last Monday: "Colby Men Win 1-6" arid "Colby
Girls Win 5to 2." Itis reflected in the dif ference in attendance at irieii's^^arid women's games,it
is reflected in the lobby of the fieldhouse: three glass cases spaciously display men's trophies,
T-shirts and game balls, while one case, in the rear of the lobby,
is jammed with trophies
from
;; -Y ¦ - -'- ' ¦¦ 7
'. . ¦' ;/ ¦ ¦. - ¦ .
women's sports.
The traditional view is that women don't play sports, 'girls do. Therefore, women's
athletics are seen as inferior and frivolous, and women athletes are seen as '.'tomboys." We
must overcome these stereotypes, and actively encourage women athletes and women's teams,
if we are to satisfy Title Nine and, more importantly, to satisfy one of the basic tenets of a co' Y
educational liberal arts college: that all^ people are created equal.
Traditional views are apparent not only in athletics, but in the entire college comrriunity:
There is a tendency among Colby people to think of female studCTts' as,' "'^ls."l^_^';'^«jgfls'
are upheld by the small number of women faculty members and administrators, by classes
centered on male writers, male philosophers and male biologists,' arid by the male-oriented
fraternity sys-erri ~\_Wch dommaf&Tolbysbciariifer '
Y ;'
Y. 7 '
Changing attitudes is a difficult prospect, but it is not impossible. We must all iriake a con. scious, deliberate effort in language, thought and action, to achieve equality of the sexes.
Women are not second-class citizens, and shouldn't have to feel second-class at Colby.

Letters

to the Editor ...: "

To the editor:
i I was disappointed upon my arrival to Colby
to find that the athletic department had
discontinued funding for the i varsity ski
teams/ 1 airi an avid skier, arid ' I came to
Colby intending to mix acaderfiic interest with
furthering my _ ability in competitive ski
racing. My visits to the campus, talks with
students, and my reading' 'of the college
catalogue all led me tb believe that' a varsity
ski team would exist this year.
Colby's location in Maine and close
proximity to skiing terrain give it a fine opportunity to iield strong ski teams. Many of
the people I talk to'would like to see the teams
reinstated here at Colby. I hope all interested
students will voice their opinions and apply
pressure , to ' the athletic department con1
cerning this matter. '
-' '
i The varsity ski teams are gone for this year,
but interested people could form a club of
some sort to show interest. The Cross Country
Ski Club was formed in behalf of cross country
racing. Why not form a Downhill Racing Club
that could work with ' the Cross Country Ski
Club and show that competitive skiing interest does exist here at Colby? The athletic
department will;riot justify , the expense , of
varsity' .ski teams unless we, the; students,
show them ihat'deyote^
exiists.' ;. .
¦I would bis happy to work'.'towards forming
a
club this year With the intention of going to
USSA Eastern Division races while working
towards' reinstating the Colby ski teams; All
students who w6^d'l__le7to - :heipV;ide^e;cd_h;
tact me at extension 564or Box 458. ~

'

the health and welfare of those citizens, can
be termed in my opinion, but one thing:
fascist. The literal interpretation of that word may seem inapplicable because of pur supposed separation of .private interests and the
state. I suggest, however, that the separation,
is mythical, particularly in our economically '
^
imperialistic world of 1979
^
I'm not asking that we take up arms and
overthrow,the government. The problems lie
primarily with the Anierican coriciousness
which justifies thesefascist actions.
Read. Discuss. Reconsider. It's our world
and through our ignorance we're giving it to
those who abuse it.
Emphatically yours,
Gary Smith

' 1

'

To the editor:'

'

I appreciate very much your article on my
candidacy for the Waterville mayor 's chair.
But, somewhere in our conversation my usual = ¦
clear,.precise; ; and.coherent verbalization of ¦• ideas must have deteriorated into;a mumble; " s¦
At least, I do' 'not think my experience with itnyY • <¦
coileaigues7w6uld; warrant my taking their 7
vote for me for granted, as some might think I 7
Suggested frorii readihg the article;yy . 7 i 7
Y Too manyYof Ymy proposals- in faculty y >
meetings, in.Cqmwn, and in committees have ^
been turned down for me to believe that all
faculty share rniy sense of the world. Further;
some of my colleagues are just plain ornery
Sincerely,
and cussed. And some are even~(I put the
Robert Eber
point as delicately as possible) Republican
_
_ ^^-"¦- ' " " ™ .
' ™'- * ^^* ^ ¦¦- _^---_*-_--»^--_*---_»-#__M|-**^«^__________ -_-_-_-----i_^*_ _
ward chairmen in Waterville I!
- <
I want to reassure all my faculty colleagues '
To the editor: who live in Waterville' that I shall try to approach eachand every one of them directly, to
A lot of .shit has been slung around these persuadethem through reason to vote for me. .
> days about, "proposals," ."committees;"
.'''movements ,'! • 'proposals for committees;" "'^ Shwe'rely, ¦- r .YY'YYiv YYH.Y. . .:¦ y ^y -y ^yyy y ^y '.:
Editor -in-Chief '
Y and soon ad nauseum.-H .f.v, ly - . 'i.r- yy.yy i * Albert AliMavrinac v)7 k ; Y- y nuy yyy-^-. y y y y .
^
Christopher C. Morrill
My opinion is that any reform or change, YiDiiiria Professor of
Go^^
action at Colby is necessarily; limited and ;,vChairmanl-,Y^7 - i,y-XyyVr-yiyyy:> ' >¦¦..;.'.¦:¦$;¦'• r y .Y:Y yi
,
.(objectively?)
ineffective to the extent that it ;yyyy . y -- y ^Y. -y 'X ^yY '^ V- 'Y 'Y- ¦ . ,¦ ¦ ,. ./ ::. .. -.,
,.
Execut ive Edito r Managing Ed itor
does not make a thoroughgoing analysis of yyy P y y y iyyy 'Ci iy iy i, y:' y^;.^ii^iyy - r \.[ :y^'y ^ ¦'
; power relations at Colby, and of power and
; jane E. Eklund
Lucy Pi Nictiols
": ;_; '-'-S"j- -; .'.. .Y- .=* .¦:• •. y yyy y ;•• ¦;•• , . . y y jy iy 'y "Y .ap : :•••.
economic relations in society. I thiift such'an; :niii
'[;- sY:Y:. Y.- i :feY-Y7Y7,YvV<j' ,y ";v. '. y iy ^y ^K V y y '- '^- '- y ^y
. News Ed itor
Featu res Ed itor ¦[ . . i' i ' analysis must yeild a picture of Colbyas just a ; - 'Y:.Y !¦-, ¦•>?i'Y;YPY-AYi :Vi-^l^rfY^iYY ;2?-H'Y >Y t .;Y . ' ?¦'
V
:
y mechanism of Corporate society, as a factor y ' ;Tothe schW:- :YU .;: ^.;.—
Elisabeth R. Ober
Philip C Lee
•• ¦'
processing human commoditiesfor Corporate . - =vy y iu,^. :-;,. .nt
o. i. 'J'- .p- . -"'Y'or 'wY. '. -?' ... v :¦• 7. ¦¦ u? r.' ¦•:; ¦..
and State needs. Our Trustees : aridf
To thoseiof'ybu whb don't kpow; there wasaiofYO '
Administrative
of fecials < are , in general, concert here at Golbjdast Friday nightXarla i Yht.y
Sports Editor
!
Arts Editor
,i_ofliing :;' 7le!».:'.'{(or.;-';:.m ore)';, than miniature ¦Bonoff earrie uj):i to :Bdaihe for the first time, i:
;y Y v
; Carbl G; Sly
yai
Jonathan M. Greenspan;
Rockefellers, Nixons, and McNaniarasi Most and gave what most people thought ai_ out- ;7Y.
of our esteemed pro fessorsleadstu dentsofon to standing; performance-^^^The entire event went i Y¦;
'
at
best a misleading; understand!^
the ;, of ifirwithputYai hit«h ,i nriiaking' it;a; pleasurable; . ;^
;y
v ,/ < ; Contribut ing Editor y ^
^
Photography Ed itor
' "subject'! ; tliey^are;j ;^^chj [iigy;;^hd ' ' '''-iie ;.. ex
; }< ..> ¦:¦
j^Hisiice' no.t .o^y for the audience.-but for
as
¦
^y : .. - . ^ ' i .y;y ' . l -y '$u ^:Erb y ; :yy yy i tenure system, ensures, that the status qijo; ;:a^tiiosej wlibitpf-k par;Mii tiiosprbductibii • ¦:&'>.. .
Frank A. .Howell '
:
¦
'.'r«iM.__-_;t he,stato
t/WJeM, ';• Itjtakes la^Iotf Of j (_flfforti pnd ,a71ot;;of; > - ,<¦ \x
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Tothee ditor:
This letter is in response to two recent To the editor :.
.
letters appearing in this column, one by Gar y
I wish to infor m Dan Bump arid others about
Kimball (Oct.4 , 1979) and one by Wendy
Cherubini (Oct. 11, 1979). Gary, iri his letter , a few facts concerning fraternities here at
accused Robert Anthony, Chairman of Colby College.
Tau Delta Phi nor any other fraterni ty is
Colby's Board of Trustees, of "mal icious
"
because
responsible
for the - current on-camp us
babies
behavior " and "napalming
he was Under-secretar y of Defense under housing shortage. Each fraternity is require d
MacNamara. If that type of . guilt by to have a minimum number of occupant s
association holds true , then I submit that living in their respective house. A minimum
Gary is guilty of equally "malicious number which is determined by the
Administration.
behavior. " "
Every fraternity >'is responsible for the
the
"New
being
an
active
member
of
Gary,
payment
and physical upkeep, botfi inside and
speakers
"
helped
to
bring
World
Coalition
,
C^and films to Colby that supported the ' Hanoi outside , of their house , arid are inspected each
regime in Vietnam verbatim. Does that then month by Dean Srnith arid Dean Seitziriger for
mean thai Gary is guilty of the racist ex- safety arid sanitation coriditibris. In addition
pulsion of ethnic Chinese from Vietna m to these inspections the Security Departme nt
(thousands of whom drown at sea)? Or conducts periodic inspections Ypf •' fife and
; ' ''yY ' " " ^"' ¦-Y. '. ' y;
Vietnam 's imperialist war jn (^mbodia that safety equipment.
Fraternal instit utes promote a unique
is killing more babies than napalm? And
what did Gary mean when he said the Board friendshi p;;.' between .; members , education
in South through out-bf -class discussions; a; spirit of
g apartheid"
of Trustees is "condonin
:; , :, i '
¦• ¦" " ', . ¦ ' ¦ '¦'
unity, pride , arid leadershi p ability , Many of
Africa?
.
ofare
I have yet to see or hear a single member of the most; involved students
'7;Alricidst ;;aU;Colby
fraternity
members.;
;
;i&'aterriity '
the Board rbf • Trustees support-the racist
regime in South Africa: If by "condoning members participat e 'in some; extra
Stu-A to the Big
aparthied" he meant the Board' s decision hot curriciilar activity, frbih.the
_
Brother-B
ig
Sister
f*rbgrairi.
;Mariy houses
to divest its stocks from companies that deal
furid
raising
drives for
with South' ; Africa , then -I^would hope he on campus conduct
':
realizes that divestment is not the definitive various charities. 7"
The Inter-Fraterni ty. Council, which was
O-olution to racism in South Africa: I might
reorganized
last year , represents a cooperate
also point but that two years ago, Gary and
effort
for
better
relations between fra ternities
other members of the "New World Coalition "
and
the
rest
of
the
campus . The l.F.C. is one
were passing around petitions arid staging
demonstrations outside Eustis calling for of the best run organizations on campus. So
complete divestment. This year , the issue of well, that last year Stu-A came to the I.F.C.
racism in South Africa has been pushed aside and asked for financial assistance for Spring
in favor of the anti-nuclear issue as the fa ds Carnival '79. The I.F.CY Social Club was
and fashion dictated. Yet the blacks in South initiated to orgaruze arid promote Various
'are . still oppressed. Is he, then , also alternate social functions. And membership
Africa of
indicates (oyer half of all Colby studen ts are
guil^ '' cp_idoningaparthied ^? 7 : < Yy
members
) that I.F.C, functions are ia popular
While .7Gar y accuses Seeley.'G.lMudd .of
alternative
on campus , though not the only
"raping Cyprus ," he ignores the fact that
; The I;F;C.
alternative:
Social Club Policy
Mudd also built schools and healt h clinics.in
states
that
its
intentions
are to" promote a
Cyprus , and that many of the majo r scientific
breakthroughs have been made possible by; Campus .unity between all students of Colby,
t from the "quality of Iife "iiere at¦
the type of philanthropy that built the Mudd not to retr yac
y
t ' : iy y r) - y . y ^ Y ' ;^ . v- ;- : ... -.- ,.
Colby,
Y>
building.
¦
' ¦'
¦ '' ¦ •; ;• : '.
•Y
'
Y . . t . • ;:
:.{' ; . ' . . , ¦ .' ' " ' 7 -' -i ;¦ ~ ¦ -. • • . <' ' ;
'
'. .
0 Wendy Cherubini , iri her Tetter to ther ECHO , Most sincerely ,' „ >;; -. 7.. . ' "y. -.y. - ¦' . . : ,,.. . :
seriously distorted the cdriteit df Robert Brian M^hersbn \,^ ; ' .',' ,',; . .'* ' ' ;.. . '¦ „ ' ,' . ' .'¦' ; ii .'
Anthony 's letter to the NEW YORK TIMES Presideri t .Tau Delta Phi [ii
¦
Y
about a National Indemnity Fund (in case of
an accidental nuclear strike at the Soyj et • ¦ '• ' : '{ ' ¦ ' ."i .- i,y :1 . i--!' .> ;; \i..-,( ':..•:. ¦YVo. - '. ( Y. ¦ ¦ ';-. •;
. .:'
' Y' - '" : «. "¦.
':
Union) by her selective quotations from Tp- the editor
, ; ,, ,. . ¦ . . Y- v ¦/ ,.- ;. '¦ . y ; . y
Anthony 's letterK Other * parte ' of Anthony 's
letter rea d as follows:. f' lf they .(the Soviets)
were not convinced7 "(that the hypothetical
Although I'm pleased that there 's been
nuclear str ike was ah accident ) , the Soviets - sorrie voices raised concernin g- the state of
would be likely, as a miniirium, to make an affairs at :Colby College; I think that we need
equivalent retaliation . .We could not , In good to* fociis ; our attention ' bri the 'root' of the
conscience/;;object ;'te ian '-equal ' retaliat idri ; -problems-' :. ¦*. the 51- adriiihistratibn. - ' Our rt
ad- ;
unless we had '( a 'Convincirig i 'alternati ve' to - . 'edfc'atibh& .ipol^
y;
for
the 7
offer...Word s of regre t ivbuld 'be fcrtitesquely iriinistration which cares littie, if' an
_1i'e ._ubjectiriatteris\
inadequate? ;The£ "mrist :ibe backed upfcby Y welfare b^the slwdenits.
;!
'
; :;
^r- 7
Ihstitatiohal
ah^
deeds. Historicall y, the appropriate
rekpdhSe
aubord
ihated
^
to
^
ttle
has been :to-offer an intiemnity ;,' Iid6ri't ftribw : pbratc ^dei .ine_;wWc
.Robert Anthony; so 1 can't ' telKwhafchis trie of Trustees to riais ^:{uittbd 'b ^ -m^_%'_Hbdirt y.' - ' :' ' : '
motives 'were as Under-secretary of Defenfie 'iriortey of a Sieele|;GV Mudd ;^•IhSteatf oftyr eal > '*
or in his;letter to the NEW YORK ;TIMESY learn iriig, ; rirrarigerirt ent^ being ; worked out
Oeltlier did I know Seeley G, Mudd. But at the between j;facuity . a«idl sfiiderits , s we ; are ' su^
same Ume ,s. a vcahnbt i condone/the . typb' of < >focate *'!' :;b^
character assaslnatio ri that Gary and WendyA -¦equireriierits Irriposed by' ' 'ah ' ¦ihhuft ii_ ii :' ;'ai*' >:!.;
are practicing. Just as Joe McCarthy accused mlnistrative elite.' .The Board of Trustees arid ;7
anyone to the left/of; Johri Birch of being a such fluiikles as Vice President Pulleri v cari
"Commie Pinko," Gary and Wendy;see m to easily squash any iattempt by students or
>
l» accusing anyone tb the right"of Jane Fbrida faculty to chan ge educa tional policy;
;y. -y <y : ¦>¦< .Fin ¦ tired; of Y being ; cbriiputerized , Inof being afacistplgi fY^f' y.v' ^v-i Y.^i.Y;;
, '' ¦• '•! .• r f^v;/ , (jV(-,v ;) #. !•{{ '., ; . fX\-i.iii .i ;^|:irrf -,;.;: y' r ./i( T,- -/stitiitibnaH zed and standardized ti byrdhe :v r
Sinqorely,o; ' vi iw-fc *\ ,:.7i,-h'.n ' ' ", ® .c' 0'3 .yJ - ^ K . !! -^ , ;: ifcreatures liiislde Eustis . We must realize that
' ' if tip) 'm .;:;*^\itjflLr ' v^.ti-11 «¦'. j .' Y^uir ^oinmlt. ^ -blribtwo.
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To the editor:
In decent weeks;there has been a inarked
sense of imeaisiness on campus. Colby is not a
place where people question anything but as
of late this trend seems to be reversing. This
uncertairity.seems " to me to be a...very healthy
thing, but if >this process of. questioning is
meticulously
and
followed honestly,
ruthlessly to its final conclusion it becomes
evident tiiat the malaise at Colby is merely a
reflection of the troubled , bankrupt system
that is our society as a whole.
This system, in the academic context ,
teaches us to succeed at the expense of others
and tine expense of ourselves . We are made to
see our brother and sister students as enemies
arid coriipetiters instead of as potential allies
and frier ^-s. !We;are isolated from, each other
by artificial class ed social distinct ions.
How much value can there be in a system
when it forces . us to deriy ourselves and to
negate others in order to survive? This lack of
community manifests itself in many ways:
for example , th e ran dom violence aga inst
people and property that comes from within
and without the campus Community. There is
a cruc ial difference between a group of people
rechar ging each other with positive ener gy
and people vban ded t ogether in frustration
aimlessly venting a destructi ve rage on their
v
environment. . ;
Y.Colby's drive to achieve, to be a "t ough"
school, causes needless suff ering in the
studehfcommu -uty. There is an unnat urally
high level of expectation on this campus and
the consequences of failing to meet those
expectations are devastatin g. A student must
stru ggle madly, ' and often a t the expense of
her or his health just to keep up, or f all a part
and drop oiit. YThere are many people on
campus who have dropped out spiritually and
are j ust serving their time ; in that spir itual
withdrawal lies what I think is a great tra gedy
and it is a tra gedy in that what is such a
• priv ilege and a priceless opportunit y to grow
as a person is reduc ed to empty forms in an
atmosphere of anxiety, rigidity and mistrust
so that the learn ing experience becomes a
V feat of endura nce or\ a burde n to be suffered
• ' in silence and despair. But haven 't we been
promised that we are being prepared to face
the future in the big world outside? Colby will
deliver us as promised - the college is like any
other train ing ground for this inhumane
system . We live like people in an und er-sea
i ddme-w e are hermet ically sealed off from
the world outside arid live uiider Yari iriterisb
/;
and deformin g pressure. We are distorted by
anxiet y and we live divorced from the real
world. , Cdlby is a neverrnever Yland where
' [everyone • i? Qterrially, ; ; healthy/ and; '/well.,
/a djusted" and mostly white and upper-middle
; class, As n case in point to how this purity is
guarded is de fect that most of the' campus is.
' difficult or " inaccessible to handic apped
titoaifa^'.W
^wheelchair , la ;a 'WpiroachMn the' liind of the
¦Ketenrally 'healthy. ¦;. , ' ¦;;;•
,' •; , ' ^iy. ii : _
But poor Colby-It is only a microcosm of tho
^larger sickness out iri the world. The racism

at Colby matches the racism that is inherent
in our society; the sexism and heterosexism
at Colby are the reflections of the politics of
sexual oppression that damage everyone 's
lives; the general apathy Steins from the
lessons we learn through a lifetime
acquaintance ' with an r unresponsive ,
repressive and people-denying system that
teaches us that it's safer to follow the rules , no
matter how absurd.
The system no longer responds ; it feeds on
us and grows out of control like a cancer. The
system in which we live is dominated by a
mentality which seeks to poison our minds
and our environment in the pursuit of
material gain. If we do nothin g about this
illness, we condemn ourselves arid Your
children to a life thatY will become
progressively more unlivable Y There is a
possibility for a humane , progressive systemif we join together to chan ge the system and
use our talents and resources to the fullest
extent, we would find dignity and would
discover the real beauty of solidarit y.
Perhaps my statements seem ejccessive or
too "emotional" if they make any impression
at all but I would rather be excessive than
practice restraint or good taste. The malaise
in. not just present at Colby or iri the U.S.A.-it
affects everyone everywhere. We have a
.responsibilit y that we can't "evade. We are
vict
ims when we could be' free-the choice
faces each and everyone of us,
Wishing you good luck
Sue Pierce '80

To the editor:
Pressure: The constra int of circumstance
.(Webster , 1974)
7 Will chan ging the cdurse load at Colby
lessen the academic pressures? I think not.
The pressure , of the Colby environment is
inherent in the nature of the gradin g pr ocess
and a result of student competit ion to excel
under its restraints , " If we were to sierlously
ta ckle ' the issue of excessive academic
pressure; a change must occur in:
1) The selection process of graduate schools
based upon a student' sG.P.A ,and class ra nk. '
.2) Parenta l expectation of higjli grades. ;; . ;
3) Acadefriic recognition based on the
', . .. ' ,
G.P.A.
i, : U) The ^yramldoilbr.tlerfed grading system .
15) The psychology of the G;P.A.
Without modif ying these causes, the
/pressure will remain. <Merel y chan ging from '
a ; flye, ; to, j tour YCdur ^e load or: lessenlngrt
' graduation arequiremen ts will riot do it. Four ,
courses are not any easier than five. y w
^
. ; If 'changes ' , ara to bc made , lelthbm . be fqr •
'the iiurpose ef improving
^
tne faiiilty ;
student's ' education 'arid ' ribt'fbr
purpose of lessening academic pressure '/ ' l<* :

Respectfully,

^o^^uvm ^ ^
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Lif e Outside The Class ro orm^M
by Robert E; Christiansen
For some turie I nave had an mterest in
writing this type article,, but the immediate
catalyst was a talk with one of rny students
last May. In conversation at ; the final
economics department gathering the student
said because of the decline of the quality of
life on campus, she was going to suggest to
her high school age brother that he not coriie
tb Colby. This strikes rrie as a, particularly
disturbing occurence and one which endangers Colby. " . . '-" ' ' 77
Although I am not a student, I think I have
become increasingly aware of many student
activities on campus and student attitudes
toward life at Colby. This coupled with a
genuine concern about the mtellectual arid
emotional well-being of the students here has
prompted me to write this article abcut the
quality of student life at Colby. A few weeks
ago Chip. Hauss addressed some of the
problems relating to the classroom and the
attitudesof students toward their courses. My
intent is to discuss some of the problerris
outside the classroom; I fully realize that
panaceas are-riot quickly discovered, let alone
implemented. My hope is, however, that my
observiatioris and comments : will, -further
discussion and perhaps lead to some changes.
Somewhat arbitrarily, I have divided
student life activities into two related but
distinct categories; The first of these is the
intellectual pursuits of students outside the
classroom. By this I mean the lecturer
seminar, and discussions open to the members of the Colby community. Any Observations on this point are clearly normative,- but nonetheless, it seems apparent to
me that more needs to be done to promote
intellectual discussion outside the classroom.

the studen t said because of the decline
df the quality of life on campus, she

wasgoing to suggest to her high school
age brother that he not come to Colby.
When I mention intellectual discussion some
readers may suspect that I mean an extension
of the daily classroom routine into the
remainder of college life. This is riot whatvl
mean. What needs to be done at Colby is to
develop additional means by which intellectual life and discussion can be improved.
Development of these means cannot be
undertaken by only one component cf the
community. It requires the cooperation and
most importantly the support of the entire
college. As an unfortunate example of the ;
current situation consider the lecture given;
last week on South Africa. Whether or not we
ch oose to admit it , the situation in j South
Africa is a distressing one. Present and future
relations between the U.S. and many of .the;
nona ligne d nat ions hinge at least part ially on1
what the U.S. does vis-a-vis South Africa,
Given the nature of Colby's/ investment
portfolio, it should be clear that we have ari
interest in whathappens in South Africa., Here,
is an area where Colby 's act ions h ave some
connection with one of the day's most serious
mora l questions, the state of race relation in
South Africa. Despite all of these considerations attendance at the lecture was
relatively poor. Neither students nor faculty
nor administration ; was particularly i well
represented. Support for such activities
simply must come frohn all areas of . the
college; If support is . forthcoming,yp nthusiasm for intellectual development can be
generated, maintained and have a wide; ef>
feet, If support is not forthcoming, o learn ing
;v 7 ' y -7
malaise is Inevitable.
'
Another area ;of intellectual activity which
would benefit the cbirimuriity if developed/is
student-faculty- Interaction, Last semester;a
campus-wide meeting^ was held iri ( Given
Auditorium. The meeting was designed to
encourage discussion of the events

off-campus. Other than dorm rooms, which
for many students are,their principal study
areas, there is no suitable place for students
to gather, talk and relax.'I personally have
fond memories of the coffee houses of my
student days'. ~ .These gathering places"
provided students with a locale for discussion
at all levels in an atmosphere decidedly
different from bars and pubs. Can't Colby do
something to provide students .with this type
of alternative? Is not the lack of such alternatives detrimental to the quality of life, at
- ; »*>T~ .
Colby?
'
Another issue which seems closely related
to the drinking question is that of campus
violence: It is a problem which has been increasing of late and which virtually every one
I have spoken to has condemned;—Yet-the
problem persists. 1 know of no - satisfying
explanationfor violence'and destruction. One
thing is clear, many people are concerned
with the problem; all. of us should be, and
students and faculty-alike look to the administration for guidance on this distressing
_
issue.
* ' ,I have already discussed trie role the faculty
can play in helping students develop intellectual life outside the classroom. -' In the
same way I believe that better cornmunication and improved relations between
faculty and students can make richer, the
leisure tirrieofboth groups.
... it is lamentable and I Believe
unhealthyfor the college conrv munity, that social life is dominated by this preoccupationwith
drinking.
, " ^ v

photo by.Frank Howell
'
RobertiCbristiansenof the Economics Department \
surrounding Spring Carnival; The discussion students a grave disservice; The functioh of
quickly centered around 7 the prbblerris at any school,.> birt^ especiallyYa libera^ arts;
Colby. A gratifying number of students at- college, is riot only to provide the student with
tended this meeting arid a salient point was tools to think:about arid lanalyze issueis, :but
the nature . of student-faculty relations. also to assist; the individual in . acquiring an
Students claim thai; faculty members are understanding of, his or her self,:This is all tlie
inaccessible and uninterested;'There is, rib morei important giyen our increasing ability
doubt, some- truth/to this. However, I have in today's;/spciety__to:challenge traditional
heard my coUeagues Claim that students are vaju«s.. ' .Y.;.;> -: y ~ r ,Y7 ...-y.Y- .y ::y;i ,y: :y y yyy
only interested in partying and do not respond
T-ie inescapable fact confrbriting students
to faculty initiatives to get together. I fear at Colby, is that social life is dominated toTan
that for both sides these assertioris are undesirable , degree by; a Ysingle force . . .
somewhat sblf-servingj and that in fact frateraities. it;is: unfortunate, but seemingly
neither the faculty ribr the students have the salient characteristic;7of/ social;tiieias
made the effort that both know is necessary. conceived of by fraternities is drinking; I am
Further iri;.recent years the administration's not; saying ; that;:all - aspectsioif fraternity;life
encourageriient of such efforts- ( the lunch are undesirable nbr am I saying that all
program and faculty • entertoimrientY of drinking is bad. ;OnY the; contrary;;.both
students ,in the horiie); have- been to some fraternities and drinking can be;beneficial ;
extent eroded. The solution is!obvious - all What lain saying is ttiat it is lamentable, arid
parties must make a greater, effort. '' As" - "an I believe unhealthy - for the: college- coriiexample of the f orrri this can take, I have, a munity, that social life is> dominated by this
standing offer with; my classes in the hope of preoccupation,with drinking, in all fairness I
getting to know my students : If any student acknowledge that fraternities are not alone iri
wishes to go to lunch, he or she need only ask. their; preoccupation ' with drinkingY Certainly
The reaction has been gratifying ;Apart from life in the dormitories Is not without drinking.
minor digestive discomfort, a greatdeal has However , it does'appeartomeand I believe in r
been gained. !
doubt seriously if any faculty tho view of most students, that fraternities .
member or administrator would turn down an :epitpmize;what can a pe called the drinking
ojpportunity toTalk socially with students; At mentality '-drinking as;a;gbal;;';;2Y^;;Y;YT;>;v;;vY>
the sariie time; I know with certainty that 7 Again let me stress that I aril hot opposed to, ,
most students welcbme't he' opportunity^ to drinking as such. Drinking iri;riibderatiori Cari^
spend .time with their teachers ; Seemingly; be; a; good deal7of fun ; as' well "as^relaxirig; ;;
th en, the only thing : preventing 7 further However^ \vli^7a-^
' i ',jwlieri'itlead- to aritii^lal br;;
development of these chanriels bf^conri: and of -itself p
muriication is inertia. lam hopeful that once Solent behafaor ft! is u_^
thislnertia is recognized.it will bebvercome.7 people;I ^aveYtalked /tbYaret^are^f ith iSY
Intellectual life at Colby can be arid should prbblern but theExcessivedri^rig coritlriues.
be Improved. It will not improve by itself i nor • Certolrily Y sbciety Y pt^videsiSus^
will it be improved by complaint alone. It can precbderit;fbr^the unthinlcirig^cbrisirinptiori of ;;
onlybe irriproved by everyone seeking out arid
alcohol; Stories'' of( drinking pitowess in,which}
spending tithe with;those individuals who are
the ';; ; actors" ;are ^ 'variously ^ !!rlpped ,V
interesting; If we want to liriprove tlie quality
are :
"besatled,"- , ;i^gorie/pY^'spinicated^
of iritelleictiial'.life arid ' thus of Our the
lives in
, more;siniply^druhl^
or
inebriated"
)
"
: genoral^b'^riust be willing tb sperid
time .corinmoriplace.: ;;It is;urifbrtonate; hut siich;
talklrtg aiwflisteriirig^^ .to;one anbthcr-.;Colby tales all too pftori!generate adriiiratiori ifpr the
;pi:bVldesvus;!wlth.;th"e pbteritiai,;but'currently j ^rtlcii^rit 'ori^^ tibepart bf thb llsterier. ilsn't lti
.we - are riot .ta king ,full! Advantage of the time that wo reconsider our love, affair with
;r &ources;tha^arbava;ilable;;Y
Yttierf'iiibtibri;. that I'dririking!turitiiydrahk^is';
;
; Tliebthertaspectbf student life that I wish to 7 somehow? heroic^' iThisJls! as; terras ;l!belleye^
;coriinrient?bri is; the;|vay . iri /which; students the issue can be pursued by mysblf. If people ,
'
¦' spend tteTrtime relaiing and reflecting-the ¦chbbso to'contlmje.with this type of behavior,
social. lif^|;j Colby^fc;l-hbuld^
Thafcdecisibh ?
I'
can)
clb.
Jib
outjlt?
there
is'llttlc;
br
;.js up to the iridlvidual^^
cori-ponen^ thp^tu^
his h<?i^
.that'mbsejndivid^
^
permitted tb';
deyelbpirierit fbfYiri:;bfi:8bme||;t|^^rs6rial
alterhritive sbclal Btylo's^p^
'
f
^dlvia^ist^1_;; ;' the ^_«t
/do so arid that thpbi^muriity;beglnto
'coUoge lifev A't the
iviia .JdiBiil^
At^ :pi;es6rit;Yany;
say ' that ;ariy; c^^
Yconsumptlori .tirburidi. us:!
, ^
personal .growth of students is performing ;;-alterriatiye/ 7;' _tyle5^;is;;' Yb^
only part of its taslc and as such is doing its ^ Prequeri.tlyV . the;brily^lt.rria .lvo^

7 -Thus Yfar: ;l7i; ha\^Y;^
negative aspecp .of;studentiUfe ;,;C^^
What many people^
than at many;schpoJs;7
%ere.^eiiriany• in^ <
at
o^yiduais; YCicij^
admiriistratipaju^
pro^de^arid ;iir^pve Ystudent7;iif le: 7here^;p yy
recoj ^ize these
them Y^b^y^, :the ;enyirorimerit7at,Colby Y
can^J irriproyed^and it;sim^d;fe&No'sirigle
component of ;bur;;cbm
blamed or absolved frorii; the pi -plems;facirig^
Colby; 7 Students rieedito work;harder tblirri^Y :
prove [their Hiybs iher^y. ;Facujtyj'memprsK7.
mj_ st ;i_.ssfet ; ;;_^d^^
'reasses|*yalues|;j;arii _iY^li^s^
providing intellectualY guidance;; 7 ;7The. Y^iicK?;7;
riiiriistrattori-need^tb;provide firm guideliriesYy
for .dealing with;behavior;that- is^geperallyi §
deemed to beiriiacceptabie;;'At thb sametimeyy_
the . ii^ims^atibri: , n^_^;tOiactiVel^^ri-Y f
courage ^dYfacU
shipbetween the si^nt^
;7;Td . this ei$;i;^
places to; begiri;(a);Y:Staderit^
pbers.; Talk i to:' ah&iisteriifo Ythei-if Firid butY; ;
what jissues they;are thihkirig about; Despite 7;
all the,talki about stuient homogeneity^there ; is considerable^ ywie^tbrb^ fbund at .Colby.
Talk td yOur:iristriictorij ; th eyj too areihUmari..<
?ancl have someWhirig to sayivTWrikabputwhatY?
kind of life ; ybu /want at Colbyf ^V^k;tovrai^^
*:goals]';Ma ke;y6ur:^^^
conscious decislbriiiieven ', if it iturns out tor beYK 5
wrong, Is far superior to being unconaoiously ,
led by others. (b); To my colleagues; bri the
faculty. I recognize that many of you spend Y
jgreatai^^ts of tiriw
These^ftorteJareasigriTflcaritcontributlorilto . ;'
Colby^st reputatlw-vas a;firie ;educatibrial;irir f
!i.titution.-;;;Nc«etheless^
• imprpyement;.-^' 'g^;pl^
i^thinlcfog 'bur;^
arid.to the, college as a Oriole, (c) To the
administratlbri ';l ; say; j oin:lri ;,our 'effortsitb ;i ;
retHink;;iife;:at;^olb5^4^r^^
foriirii;arid isuppbrt ^yo need.:i_ .l.merits of buri::,
commun lty 'abuse freedom at the expense of 7
others ; • Help us, fp ' restore . this,balance.ii
;Prbyjde us^ with tKe mearis:by which^weVcari:#
f devel6ii;the"altei. ria1ive^MfA;Y 77;;Y
'!;;i)jq ,dbubt;soriie;piple; perhiaps ^ariy^ wiliS;l
;
^take
offense at sbme^of-my remarks^ Some
^nay;^ that; !!haVelgribred :what ? has^beeiiK^
; accomplished;'YThls ;is nbt|(_4i^e.f I recbgriize ;;
the accomplishments
of Colby and am proud '".
i;
!bf thor-i^ll ISIforitfils A/ery-reasb
n that .Hbpe >
¦
for ' further. ' improvemorit. .;• '¦;!.¦hope any .umbrage will, bo ' temporary. ; It is - to"7tho * ad- : :
vantag^ pf;bvprybnb't^
on the e-toblishmbnt arid renewal of reintloris. ;
' fellbw.Y :'Y;YYYf;Yri;;'f;^
;ariiongour
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